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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Lockhart is located 30 miles south of Austin and 60 miles northeast of San Antonio in Central
Texas. Officially designated by the Texas legislature as the Barbeque Capital of Texas, Lockhart
has a population 12,698 people (U.S. Census, 2010). The City is 17 miles east of I‐35 which links
the Austin Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) and its approximate 1.5 million residents to the
more than 2 million residents of Greater San Antonio. It is centered near the intersection of the
north‐south US 183 and the east‐west SH 142. The new SH 130 toll highway, passing through
the northern and western parts of the city limits, will make Lockhart more accessible to the
wider Austin‐San Antonio region.
Inside Lockhart, US 183 is known as Colorado Street, and is Lockhart’s central artery along
which many landmarks, local businesses, and large retailers are located. Within the city limits,
Colorado Street is a four‐lane, undivided north‐south arterial. When entering downtown from
the north, motorists are treated to a framed view of the sky as they travel down Colorado Street
between the Livengood Feeds grain elevator and the grand Caldwell County Courthouse spires.
These tall structures provide a visual ‘gateway’ into the central city and help establish a unique
sense of place visible from both directions. Enhancing and building upon this gateway effect is
one of the goals of this plan. Recognizing the economic and cultural importance of Colorado
Street for Lockhart, this plan’s objectives are to improve the safety, access, appearance and
economic potential of Lockhart’s Colorado Street Corridor within the context of the city’s
unique culture and heritage. Furthermore, corridor planning takes precedence from Lockhart’s
2020 Comprehensive Plan, which directs the City to “control development along State‐
designated major thoroughfares and the proposed SH 130 corridor through enhanced
regulation” (Lockhart 2020 Plan, Chapter 3, Land Use).
Growth
Lockhart has the potential to share in the rapid economic and population growth that has
transformed the Austin‐San Antonio region. Nearby cities such as Buda and Kyle, both located
along the busy I‐35 corridor, have experienced phenomenal growth rates. Between 2000 and
2010, Kyle experienced a population growth rate of 427.2% (from 5,314 to 28,016) and Buda
more than tripled in population (from 2,404 to 7,295) (U.S. Census 2010). Comparatively,
Lockhart experienced a much more modest population growth rate of 9.3% (from 11,615 to
12,698) over the same ten‐year period. Caldwell County itself grew 18.2% (from 32,194 to
38,066) during this time.
Locally, these slower growth rates have both positive and negative implications. Lockhart has
avoided much of the urban sprawl of its companion communities, managing to retain a unique
small town identity and has allowed Lockhart more time to plan for anticipated future
population increase. Nevertheless, several planned developments were never completed or are
on indefinite hold, and many portions of the city along Colorado Street have a haphazard,
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underutilized feel. South of Chisholm Trail, development has ‘leapfrogged’, leaving large
undeveloped gaps within the city limits. Land along the segment of Colorado Street north of
Silent Valley Road largely consists of agricultural uses, and has potential for future
development, especially near the SH 130/Colorado Street interchange.
Change
The Austin‐Round Rock‐San Marcos Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) is expected to double
in total population in the next thirty years, from approximately 1.7 million in 2010 to near
4 million by 2040 based upon an in‐migration scenario of 50% of historic 2000‐2007 growth
rates. Caldwell County alone is expected to increase in population from 38,724 to 60,127 by
2040 given the same medium growth projection (Austin Chamber of Commerce, 2011, U.S.
Census 2010). Considering rural to urban migration trends over the past century, much of that
growth will likely occur in urban centers within Caldwell County, of which Lockhart is the
county seat and principal city. With the opening of the SH 130 toll road, Lockhart will become
more accessible to the surrounding region (Figure 1). This new transportation catalyst combines
with a potentially dynamic land use environment, characterized by lower than average housing
prices, a low cost of living, ample industrial zoning, and large tracts of developable land to
make Lockhart attractive for family and business relocation.
Figure 1: SH 130 and Lockhart

Lockhart

Colorado St.
(US 183)

SH 130

SH 130/US 183 ROW
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Transportation/Land‐Use Relationship
As part of the ongoing planning process, many forward looking cities have created more
specific plans either as amendments to the comprehensive plan or as stand‐alone plans
protecting and guiding the development of key local corridors and districts. Achieving
sustainable outcomes and smart growth requires recognition that land‐use and mobility are
fundamentally linked. Encouraging mixed‐use and higher density development along gateway
corridors can improve the balance between where people live and where they work, and hence
reduce unnecessary commuting by providing more local employment opportunities (Cervero &
Landis, 1995). Promoting a pedestrian friendly environment increases mobility options, reduces
automobile dependence, and is better for the environment. It is also important to mention that
‘cars’ do not window shop. Walkable areas provide greater economic potential for local
retailers, restaurants and businesses. Quality development and quality infrastructure go hand‐
in‐hand. Many cities have adopted transportation corridor plans ensuring that development
and redevelopment of land along key arteries is accessible and consistent with the community’s
goals and vision.
Problem Statement
Colorado Street has a number of serious shortcomings. It lacks continuous sidewalks, bicycle
lanes, curb and gutter, and an adequate number of safe crosswalks. It currently has only two
intersections with protected left‐turn lanes. The central segment that has curb and gutter is
marred by an abundance of driveways that do not meet State access spacing standards. The
roadway is constrained by above ground utility poles, narrow rights‐of‐way (ROW), and
business use of the public ROW. Colorado Street is Lockhart’s most dangerous road in terms of
its share of the City’s total number of serious accidents. Aesthetically, the corridor has a
cluttered appearance and lacks a visually cohesive gateway theme. The central portion is
characterized by a mixture of light commercial, retail, and service businesses. Much of this
development is low intensity, and the buildings, though spatially close, are physically
disconnected in terms of access and vehicular circulation. Overall, Colorado Street is
inadequate to service even modest growth.
Plan Scope
The Colorado Street Corridor, for the purposes of this plan, is bounded by lots abutting either
side of the Colorado Street ROW, out to a maximum depth of 500 feet from the Colorado Street
ROW centerline, and extends from the SH 130 interchange on the north, to the southern city
limit at Summerside Avenue (Map 1). The entire corridor is approximately five and one‐
quarter miles long. This plan addresses methods for improving:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic flow and safety
Access management
Bicycle and pedestrian access
Physical constraints

5. Urban design and appearance
6. Gateway effect and wayfinding
7. Land use
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Map 1: Colorado Street Corridor
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Chapter 2
CURRENT POLICY
This chapter provides a brief survey of several relevant plans, polices, and ordinances that
impact Colorado Street. It is not intended to be all‐inclusive, but rather convey the idea that a
layer cake of local, regional, state, and national policy guidelines, and standards apply to
Colorado Street. Common themes such as balancing the needs of motorists with those of
pedestrians and bicyclists, and coordinating land‐use and transportation planning emerge.
Local corridor planning efforts should acknowledge the need to coordinate with existing policy.
Lockhart 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Cities have comprehensive plans to provide an official public document, adopted by the City
Council, to serve as a guide for policy decisions that implement the community’s vision for
future growth and development. Comprehensive plans address transportation, land‐use,
utilities, community facilities, environmental resources, and economic development. They are
intended to be flexible, living documents that are adaptable to changing community needs and
part of a broader continuous planning process.
The Lockhart 2020 Comprehensive Plan includes a the Future Land Use Plan map, the Future
Thoroughfare Plan map, and the Sidewalk/Trail Plan map (Appendix A). Colorado Street is
designated on the City’s Thoroughfare Plan as an arterial street. The Sidewalk/Trail Plan map
shows proposed sidewalks along both sides of Colorado Street. Furthermore, Chapter Four of
the plan (Transportation) directs the City to:
Goal 4.3
Goal 4.4
Goal 4.4
Goal 4.6
Goal 4.9

Provide for relief of traffic congestion
Eliminate major barriers to traffic movement
Upgrade and improve existing street infrastructure to meet or exceed
minimum standards by 2020
Establish and maintain a network of new and existing sidewalks as a
component of improved standards for City streets
Provide residents of Lockhart hike/bike trails for recreation opportunities
and as alternative transportation

In terms of land‐use, the plan calls for:
Goal 3.1:
Goal 3.2:

Establishing disincentives for leap‐frog development and encourage in‐
fill development
Control development along State‐designated major thoroughfares and the
proposed SH 130 corridor through enhanced regulation
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Zoning Ordinance
Lockhart has enacted zoning districts in accordance with its comprehensive master plan to
promote the safety, health, and general welfare of the community by regulating development
within the city limits. There are 12 conventional districts, two overlay districts (Floodplain and
Historic District), and the multi‐purpose Planned Development District. These zoning districts
are intended to provide for an orderly growth pattern, to foster appropriate land use
development, and to ensure availability of adequate public facilities in accordance with the
comprehensive plan. Much of the land along Colorado Street is zoned for commercial and
industrial uses.
Subdivision Regulations
Subdivision regulations are intended to promote the development and utilization of land in a
manner to assure the best possible community environment in accordance with the
comprehensive plan. They contain standards for the layout of lots and public spaces, and the
provision of adequate infrastructure, including the location, design, and type of streets,
sidewalks, utilities, and parkland.
Sign Ordinance
The Sign Ordinance provides clear regulations for the permitting, design, location, construction,
modification, use, maintenance, and removal of signs in the city and its extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ). The objectives of this ordinance are to encourage the effective use of signs as
a means of communication, to maintain and enhance the community’s overall aesthetic
environment, to improve pedestrian and traffic safety, to minimize possible adverse effect of
signs on nearby public and private property, and to enable the fair and consistent enforcement
of the sign regulations.
Lockhart Driveway Access Ordinance
Chapter 50, Article VI, of the Lockhart Code of Ordinance regulates the location, dimensions,
manner, and spacing of new driveways. It also regulates the modification of existing driveways
and establishes a permitting and oversight process for driveway construction. For State‐
maintained roads, such as Colorado Street, the driveway access ordinance requires compliance
with the current Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Standards with regard to
spacing of driveways and street intersections.
TxDOT Access Management Manual
The TxDOT Access Management Manual regulates access along on‐system State‐maintained
roads. The manual finds that, because access density and accident rates are directly related,
access management can significantly reduce traffic accidents, personal injury, and property
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damage. In addition to promoting inter‐governmental cooperation regarding transportation
and land management decisions, benefits of State standards for access management include:
1. Delaying or preventing costly highway improvements
2. Improving roadway safety conditions (reduced crash rates)
3. Reducing traffic delay and congestion, which has a positive economic effect on
market areas
4. Promoting properly designed access and circulation systems for development
5. Improving the appearance of transportation corridors and increasing the area
available for landscaping, which can help attract investment and enhance the
image of an area
6. Providing property owners and customers with safe access to roadways
7. Reducing air pollution
8. Making pedestrian and bicycle travel safer
CAMPO 2035 Regional Transportation Plan
The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) coordinates regional
transportation planning for Bastrop, Caldwell, Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties. The
CAMPO 2035 Regional Transportation Plan, adopted in 2010, guides development of a
comprehensive multimodal regional transportation system by the year 2035. This plan
addresses the transportation challenges ahead, and enables the region to continue to receive
transportation funding from the US Department of Transportation. CAMPO seeks to develop a
comprehensive regional transportation system that safely and efficiently addresses mobility
needs over time, is economically and environmentally sustainable, and supports regional
quality of life (CAMPO, 2010). This plan identifies four main elements of a balanced regional
transportation system, which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Moving goods and people
Improving quality of travel
Managing demand on the system
Building a sustainable system

Locally, CAMPO has identified Colorado Street as a Priority Bicycle Corridor and a Pedestrian
District in its 2035 Transportation Plan. Priority Bicycle Corridors are anticipated to have high
demand for bicycle facilities, but limited infrastructure to service the demand. The intent of
designated Pedestrian Districts is to concentrate investment for pedestrian facilities in densely
populated areas.
State and Federal Hurricane Evacuation Guidelines
TxDOT has designated US Route 183 between its southern terminus in Refugio, Texas and
SH 71 in Austin a Major Hurricane Evacuation Route. This route serves as a means of
evacuation for several major cities in the coastal plain including Victoria and Corpus Christi.
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Chapter 3
EXISTING CONDITIONS
In order to determine Colorado Street’s constraints and opportunities, it was important to
accurately inventory its physical dimensions, location within the public ROW, paved width,
and location of utility lines, curbs, driveways, ditches, and sidewalks. Paved widths were
measured curb‐to‐curb at select points where there is curbing, and to the outside edges of the
pavement in segments lacking curbs. Exact physical ROW widths were difficult to measure in
the field due to unclear property boundaries, tall vegetation, terrain, the paved road not always
being centered in the ROW, and fences not always located on the ROW line.
Traffic Volume
Colorado Street is by a large margin Lockhart’s most traveled thoroughfare. Depending on the
specific location, Colorado Street had between 15,400 and 17,400 average daily vehicle trips
(ADT) according to TxDOT 2010 information (Map 2). The busiest intersections are State Park
Road (FM 20 West), Blackjack Street (FM 20 East), and San Antonio Street (SH 142).
Map 2: Average Daily Trips for Lockhart 2010

(TxDOT, 2011)
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Roadway Inventory
Colorado Street is classified as a four‐lane, undivided, principal arterial by the State of Texas.
The four major road classifications are freeway, arterial, collector, and local. At one end of this
spectrum, freeways provide maximum mobility in terms of speed and capacity but the least
access to individual properties, while at the other end of the spectrum; local streets provide
maximum access at the expense of reduced mobility. Colorado Street has an average paved
width of approximately 48 feet. The ROW varies from a maximum of 150 feet wide under the
railroad overpass to a minimum of 80 feet through central Lockhart. North of Silent Valley
Road and South of Blackjack Street, the ROW is generally 120 feet. The considerations and
recommendations of this plan are based on the premise of working within the existing State
ROW.
Land Use Inventory
Much of the central portion of the corridor is already developed. Lockhart’s densest urban
development lies along the portion roughly extending from Silent Valley Road to Chisholm
Trail. However, there are gaps in development and underutilized parcels throughout all
segments. Currently, much of the segment north of Silent Valley Road is rural and
undeveloped. Most of the buildings along the developed portions of the corridor are low
intensity retail, fast‐food, auto repair, service stations, and miscellaneous light commercial uses.
However, there are several large commercial retail establishments including Walmart, HEB,
Walgreens, and Tractor Supply. Lockhart’s historic courthouse square is located one block west
of Colorado Street between San Antonio Street and Market Street. The Colorado Street Corridor
consists of 577.11 acres divided into 186 parcels of both developed and undeveloped land. The
Map 3 Atlas illustrates a current inventory of land uses along Colorado Street.
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Map 3: Land Use Inventory along Colorado Street (2012)
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Zoning
Approximately 44% of the corridor is open, undeveloped land. There are 253.39 acres zoned
Agricultural‐Open Space (AO) that could be rezoned to facilitate future development. The next
largest zoning category within the corridor is Commercial Heavy Business (CHB) at 169.46
acres, or approximately 23% (Table 1).
Table 1: Zoning Summary (Acres)
Zoning

Totals

AO
RLD
RMD
RHD
CLB
CMB
CHB
IL
IH
PI
Total Area
Length (miles)

253.39
9.80
8.54
18.11
17.70
29.38
169.46
0.04
45.15
23.64
577.11
5.22

Environmental Characteristics
The surrounding topography of the region is gently rolling to nearly level and crisscrossed by
gulches allowing rapid surface drainage. These gulches are prone to flooding during heavy
rain events. The entire City of Lockhart lies within the Plum Creek Watershed. The Colorado
Street Corridor crosses the floodplain associated with Town Branch Creek at the railroad
overpass. Lockhart and Caldwell County are in the Post Oak Savannah ecoregion of south‐
central Texas. Much of the undeveloped land is fragmented and being utilized for agricultural
purposes. Little of the original, endangered tallgrass Blackland Prairie ecosystem remains.
Elevations in and around Lockhart vary from 300 to 800 feet above sea level. Though highly
variable, average annual rainfall is approximately 35 inches. Droughts and flooding are
common occurrences in Central Texas, and extreme weather conditions are not unusual. The
soil ranges from dark expansive clays to sandy loams (Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,
2011). Any significant modifications to Colorado Street would likely require an environmental
review to evaluate the environmental impacts and may include environmental mitigation
measures.
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Chapter 4
CORRIDOR ISSUES
This chapter provides an overview of Colorado Street’s most serious issues in terms of user
safety, access management, capacity, physical constraints, drainage, and aesthetic
characteristics. Data for this section was derived from a variety of State, regional, and local
sources. Corridor problems were identified holistically, with consideration given to public
safety, business needs, and community characteristics. There were ten corridor issues (or
problems) identified within the scope of this plan based upon staff research and public feedback
(Table 2).
Table 2: Corridor Issues
10 Corridor Issues
Traffic Safety
Physical Constraints (ROW)
Capacity and Levels‐of‐Service
Urban Design and Appearance
Traffic Signalization
Vacant/Abandoned Properties
Bicycle and Pedestrian Access
Gateway Effect and Wayfinding
Access Management
Inconsistent Street Lighting

Traffic Safety
Urban highway corridors vary greatly in function and purpose. The functional requirements
can range from primarily through‐traffic channeling responsibilities, such as the case with most
interstate highways, to strictly providing service and access to local businesses and residential
neighborhoods, such as the case with many local business corridors. The Colorado Street
corridor falls somewhere in the middle, needing to safely carry a considerable volume of
through traffic while providing safe access to the various land uses along the corridor. The
current highway design impedes traffic flow, especially during peak times. Vehicles waiting to
turn left on four‐lane undivided streets block through‐traffic in the inside lanes, thereby
increasing the likelihood of rear‐end collisions. Views of vehicles approaching in the opposing
outside lane can be obscured by larger vehicles waiting to turn left, increasing the potential for
left‐turn collisions. Additionally, vehicles weaving around other vehicles waiting to turn left
create a complex traffic environment, adding more conflict points. Colorado Street is Lockhart’s
most dangerous road both in terms of number of serious accidents and in terms of its share of
serious accidents (Table 3).
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Table 3: Colorado Street’s Share of Accidents
Year

Total Accidents
Total Reported
On/Near Colorado Vehicle Accidents
Street
in Lockhart
2007
107
285
2008
116
239
2009
143
273
2010
110
244
2011
101
242
Totals
577
1283
(City of Lockhart Police Department, 2010)

Colorado Street
Share of Total
Accidents
37.5%
48.5%
52.4%
45.1%
41.7%
44.9%

Accident history data is a useful way to identify hazardous locations and operations along a
corridor. With this information, safety improvements may be implemented to reduce
hazardous conditions. For this purpose, accident data from TxDOT and the Lockhart Police
Department was collected for 2007 through 2011. There was some variation between the
number of accidents reported locally to the Police Department that does not differentiate
between the seriousness of accidents, and the serious accident data reported by TxDOT.
Interestingly, there was a strong statistical correlation (0.93, with 1 being a perfect direct
relationship) between total annual precipitation and accident rate over the five year period
being analyzed. This provides quantitative evidence for standing water on the roadway being a
traffic hazard.
The Highway Safety Manual predicts there should be around 16 serious accidents per mile per
year given the current configuration of Colorado Street. Lockhart is averaging just over 22
accidents per mile per year along the Colorado Street Corridor. There were 577 accidents along
the corridor over the five year period. The data is not equally distributed. The Colorado
Street/Blackjack Street (FM 20) Intersection is by far Lockhart’s most dangerous intersection in
terms of number of accidents, and between Silent Valley Road (FM 2001) and Blackjack Street
was Lockhart’s most dangerous segment. A factor contributing to this is the offset (jog) of
FM 20 (State Park Road and Blackjack Street) at Colorado Street. State Park Road (FM 20 West)
intersects Colorado Street 565 feet north of the Blackjack Street (FM 20 East) intersection
(Map 1). The Lockhart 2020 Thoroughfare and Land Use Plan map (Appendix A) depicts
State Park Road being rerouted so that it will connect directly with Blackjack Street. This will
require the acquisition of private property. Table 4 provides a summary of serious crash data
resulting in injury/death and apparent damage over $1,000 by corridor segment. An analysis of
TxDOT accident data has shown that the proportion of serious accidents involving a vehicle
turning left has increased from 28% in 2007, to 30% in 2008, to 33% in 2009 (Table 4).
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Table 4: Colorado Street Serious Accident Data Summary (2007, 2008, 2009)
Segment

North of Silent Valley Road to SH
130 (1.3 Miles)
Between Silent Valley Road and
Blackjack Street (2 miles)
South of Blackjack Street to
Summerside Avenue (1.9 miles)
Totals
(CAMPO, 2011, TxDOT, 2010)

Segment
Length (mi)

# Serious
Accidents

Accidents
per Year

Accidents
per Year
per Mile

1.10

13

4.3

3.3

3.07

285

95

30.9

1.07

23

7.7

7.2

5.24

321

107

AVG 20.4

Accidents cost the community and society money, whether the accident results in a fatality,
injury, or property damage. The National Safety Council, in its annual compilation of statistics
on unintentional injuries, costs, trends, and other characteristics, has put a monetary value on
serious automobile accidents to assist in determining the economic cost they have on
communities and to evaluate the necessity, importance, and true value of roadway
improvements. The average economic cost per death, injury, or crash, for 2010 was:




Death $1,410,000
Nonfatal Disabling Injury $70,200
Property Damage Crash (including nondisabling injuries) $8,900 (National Safety
Council, 2010)

Capacity and Levels‐of‐Service
Traffic volumes are useful in determining the needed number of lanes to ensure acceptable
traffic flow now and into the future. Volume‐to‐capacity (V/C) ratios are a comparison of
average daily traffic to the maximum average daily traffic capacity of a given roadway type to
maintain a minimally acceptable level‐of‐service (LOS). As a four‐lane undivided arterial,
Colorado Street has a theoretical maximum capacity of 30,000 average daily vehicle trips (ADT)
to maintain a minimally acceptable LOS (Table 5). ADT volumes can be related to traffic
operation LOS are indications of congestion. The LOS method of describing congestion is
similar to school report card grades. LOS intervals range from ‘A’ for best operations, to ‘F’ for
failing operations. The minimally acceptable operating level is LOS ‘E’, though this is not an
ideal scenario (Table 6). Depending on the specific location, Colorado Street currently has
between 15,000 and 17,100 ADT (TxDOT, 2010). Future ADT volumes out to the year 2035 were
projected by utilizing data and regional transportation models provided by CAMPO.
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Table 5: Arterial Capacity for
Major and Minor Arterials*
Facility Geometrics
8‐lane Divided Regional Arterial 80,000
8‐lane Divided Major Arterial 72,000
6‐lane Divided Major Arterial 54,000
4‐lane Divided Major Arterial 36,000
4‐lane Undivided Major Arterial 30,000
2‐lane Undivided Major Arterial 15,000
4‐lane Minor Arterial 24,000
2‐lane Minor Arterial 12,000
(Transportation Research Board, 2000)
* Turn lane not included

Per‐Day ADT
(LOS E)
80,000
72,000
54,000
36,000
30,000
15,000
24,000
12,000

Table 6: Level of Service (LOS)
Grades for Multilane Highways
LOS Volume/Capacity Ratio
A
0 – 0.60
B
0.61 – 0.70
C
0.71 – 0.80
D
0.81 – 0.90
0.91 – 1.00
E
F
> 1.00
(Transportation Research Board, 1990)

However, newer estimates derived from CAMPO V/C ratios predict a significant increase in
daily vehicle trips. If the V/C ratios are accurate, much of Colorado Street carries well over
20,000 vehicle trips per day. The highest volume areas are located between the San Antonio
Street (SH 142) and Blackjack Street (FM 20 East) intersections.
Due to the abundance of intersections and driveways, it is likely that the average vehicle control
delay at intersections and overall congestion during peak periods will result in an unacceptable
and degraded level of service well before 30,000 ADT is realized. By 2035, Colorado Street is
predicted to be at an average of 114.3% of capacity, or handling 34,290 vehicle trips per day
(Table 7). These ADT figures do not account for the distribution of vehicle trips according to
time of day. Currently, Lockhart experiences noticeable congestion during peak traffic times at
or below 17,000 ADT due to poor access management, signal timing, and roadway design.
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Table 7: Predicted Volume to Capacity Ratios
for Colorado Street to Maintain LOS ‘E’
Segment
North of Silent Valley Road to SH
130 (1.3 Miles)
Between Silent Valley Road and
Blackjack Street (2 miles)
South of Blackjack Street to
Summerside Avenue (1.9 miles)
Corridor
(CAMPO, 2011)

Length
1.3 miles

2010 VC
91.7%

2015 VC
102.1%

2025 VC
108.7%

2035
124.3%

2.0 miles

77.3%

90.1%

101.9%

115.7%

1.9 miles

62.5%

77.5%

87.3%

105.9%

5.2 miles

78.0%

85.9%

98.2%

114.3%

Traffic Signalization
While preparing this plan, and as a result of public participation as described in Chapter 2, staff
received citizen feedback regarding traffic signal timing on Colorado Street. Residents felt that
the timing of several lights, most notably at the intersection of San Antonio Street (SH 142) and
Colorado Street (US 183) had been recently changed. Traffic could be seen queuing up two
blocks from San Antonio Street to the overpass during off‐peak hours. At the intersection of
State Park Road (FM 20) and Colorado Street, southbound traffic on Colorado Street must wait
to proceed while a protected left turn signal for southbound traffic cycles through. There is
however, no corresponding road to turn left onto, only a series of closely spaced driveways
accessing a vacant property (Figure 2). This leads to unnecessary vehicle queuing and
congestion in the corresponding northbound lanes, even if the property where in use. There
was a belief that the overall timing of traffic signals on Colorado Street could be re‐sequenced to
better facilitate traffic flow. Some respondents felt that there should be a traffic signal added at
the location of the new Walmart at the intersection of Chisholm Trail and Colorado Street.
Since the timing and location of traffic signals falls within TxDOT’s purview, these concerns
will be made known to their staff.
The traffic lights timing is really bad and it creates stress, congestion, and is unsafe! Sunday night the
light at 142 would only let 2 cars at a time before going red (southbound). Survey Respondent
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Figure 2: Protected Left‐Turn to Vacant Business

(Google, 2012)

Bicycle and Pedestrian Access
The lack of multi‐modal access greatly reduces transportation options and the future potential
of the corridor. With the notable exceptions of Walgreen’s, HEB, Lockhart Independent School
District headquarters, Randolph‐Brooks Credit Union, and Tractor Supply, there are no
sidewalks along the corridor and only three pedestrian crosswalks (Figure 3). There are no
bicycle lanes anywhere along Colorado Street. This, combined with the relatively narrow
vehicle lanes, creates an environment hazardous to bicyclists, pedestrians, and people with
limited mobility. Also, there is no shoulder allowing bicyclists or pedestrians to safely use the
railroad overpass. Nevertheless, people walk, bicycle, and even use motorized wheelchairs
along the corridor. They use the roadway, paved shoulders, ditches, and undefined business
frontage to access a variety of destinations including parks, schools, businesses, and residences
(Figure 4).
I love to ride a bike on sunny/bright/dry days. It is very difficult to cross Colorado Street so I wait for
the green traffic light with other cars. I do not enjoy getting in the way but it seems the only way to
get across. From Walmart to the nursing home it is terrifying to ride a bike next to those big/windy 18
wheeler trucks. Please find a way for everyone to enjoy the road. Sidewalks would be great but even
caliche gravel is better then nothing at all. Survey Respondent
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Figure 3: Young Pedestrians Crossing
Colorado Street between HEB and Lions Park

Figure 4: Elderly Gentleman in
Motorized Chair Travels Down Colorado Street
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Access Management
The numerous driveways and lack of left‐turn lanes make accessing business on the other side
of opposing lanes difficult. Many driveways are close together, and do not meet current
TxDOT minimum spacing standards for State Highways (Table 8, 9). This is due to poor
controls earlier in Lockhart’s history. Many of the parcels along the corridor were developed
prior to the adoption of current TxDOT highway driveway access design standards in 2004.
The previous lack of standards in terms of the number and spacing of curb‐cuts and driveways
created a complex, challenging, and dangerous driving environment for those navigating
Colorado Street. The frequency of access points is directly correlated with accidents and safety
(Table 10). Better access management facilitates denser development, and this in turn can lead
to increased property values, enhanced business opportunities, and more property tax revenue.
Many parcels along the corridor, though spatially close, are poorly integrated with each other
and into the larger city streetscape. Table 11 inventories the type and number of driveway
access points along Colorado Street.
Table 8: Access Points and Free Flow Speed
Access Points Per Mile

Reduction in Free Flow Speed,
(mph)
0
0.0
10
2.5
20
5.0
30
7.5
40 or more
10.0
(TxDOT Highway Access Management Manual, 2011)

Table 9: State Highway
Connection Spacing Criteria
Posted Speed (mph)

Distance (ft)

≤ 30
200
35
250
40
305
45
360
≥ 50
425
1. Distances are for passenger cars on level grade. Distances may
be adjusted for downgrades and/or significant truck traffic.
(TxDOT Highway Access Management Manual, 2011)
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Table 10: Accidents by Number of Access
Points and Median Type per Million Vehicle‐Miles‐Traveled
Median Type
Total Access
Points Per Mile (1)

Undivided

Two‐Way Left‐Turn
lane
< 20
3.8
3.4
20.01 ‐ 40
7.3
5.9
40.01 ‐ 60
9.4
7.9
> 60
10.6
9.2
Average Rate
9.0
6.9
(1) Includes both signalized and un‐signalized access points
(TxDOT Highway Access Management Manual, 2011)

Non‐Traversable
2.9
5.1
6.8
8.2
5.6

Table 11: Driveway Inventory
Segment

Type

West

East

Total

North of Silent Valley Rd.
to SH 130
(1.3 Miles)

Commercial
Industrial
Residential
PI/Ag/Misc
Total
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
PI/Ag/Misc
Total

‐
‐
4
3
7
56
‐
3
‐
59

‐
‐
4
3
7
58
3
‐
2
63

‐
‐
8
6
14
114
3
3
2
122

Commercial
Industrial
Residential
PI/Ag/Misc
Total

2
1
2
2
7

7
1
2
‐
10

9
2
4
2
17

Between Silent Valley Rd.
and Blackjack St.
(2 miles)

South of Blackjack St. to
Summerside Rd.
(1.9 miles)

(Aerial photo estimates, 2011)
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Physical Constraints
The Colorado Street ROW generally varies from between 120 feet along the more rural
segments to a narrow 80 feet through much of central Lockhart (between Pecan Street and
Blackjack Street) – it is 150 feet at the railroad overpass. There are areas of transition between
these dimensions where the ROW varies. Additionally, the overpass itself poses a constraint as
it was constructed without any accommodation for bicycles or pedestrians (Figures 5a and 5b).
Narrow ROW through central Lockhart creates a choke point between Pecan Street and State
Park Road. It would be expensive to widen the street and provide room for sidewalks, unless
the existing above‐ground utilities were relocated or buried. Segments north of Silent Valley
Road and south of White Oak Street are lined by drainage ditches as is typical of rural
highways. These ditches are slow to drain, and prone to flooding in heavy rain (Figures 6a
and 6b). The lack of curb and gutter constrains sidewalk placement options. Figure 7 illustrates
the persistence of water in the roadway several days after a rain event – including its impact on
business access. Furthermore, several businesses in Lockhart either encroach or conduct
business operations within the public Colorado Street ROW. One particularly serious issue is
the western portion of the old Cash America pawn shop building, located at 301 E. San Antonio
Street that lies within Colorado Street’s ROW. Considering the building was constructed in
1920, and the original TxDOT highway plans date from 1944, it appears that the highway ROW
line was placed by the State through the building without the proper acquisition of property.
Physical constraints generally fall under the following categories:







Narrow ROW
Aboveground utility poles
Existing development
Business use of the public ROW
Drainage ditches/lack of storm sewers
Overpass
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Figure 5a and 5b: Railroad Overpass without
Pedestrian/Bicyclist Accommodations
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Figure 6a and 6b: January 2012 Flooding Event on
Colorado Street after Heavy Rain (approximately 6 inches over night)
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Figure 7: Flooded Driveways along Colorado Street
Facing North Several Days after Rain Event

Urban Design and Appearance
Colorado Street has several issues with appearance and visual appeal. Aesthetically, the view
along Colorado Street is cluttered with competing on‐premise signs, above ground utility polls,
and off‐premise billboards. Land use is characterized by low intensity, and unattractive strip
and big box commercial development. Development and signage have a haphazard quality
(Figure 8). Other than fleeting views of the historic courthouse square, towering courthouse
spires, and Livengood feeds agricultural commodity elevator, Colorado Street does not provide
a distinctive visual gateway, convey a unique sense of place, or invite motorists to visit
downtown. In terms of aesthetic design and appearance, much of the existing corridor
development shows signs of obsolescence and deterioration. Specifically, the corridor has the
following appearance problems:


Lack of Definition and Identity: There are no features or elements that define or
identify the Corridor as a distinct and special place
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Lack of Consistency: There are no urban designs or landscaping treatments that
are continuous for the entire length of the corridor
Lack of Embellishments: There are few special features or elements that stand
out or provide a sense of character or uniqueness
Inconsistent Streetscape Elements: The streetscape elements in the Corridor,
such as street lights and traffic signals, lack uniformity and consistency in style
and color
Sporadic Landscaping Treatments: Very few of the private developments along
the Corridor include any substantial amount of landscaping treatments or other
enhancements
Unsightly Overhead Utilities: Much of the corridor has an extensive amount of
unsightly overhead utility lines
Inconsistent Street Lighting: Much of the corridor lacks continuous overhead
street lights. At night, much of the corridor is either dark and dimly lit, or lit by
ambient light off of adjacent properties
Upkeep of properties: Many survey respondents expressed concern over the
run‐down appearance of many business, properties, and signs along the corridor
Figure 8: Cluttered Appearance
(Colorado and Blackjack Street Intersection Facing North)
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Vacant/Abandoned Properties
Lockhart has several high‐profile vacant properties along Colorado Street. As motorists
approach the San Antonio Street/Colorado Street intersection, the gateway to downtown
entering the downtown area while traveling from the north, they are greeted by two vacant and
dilapidated gas stations and a vacant pawn shop (Figure 9). There are also several vacancies in
two of the strip center developments along the corridor. Map 4 depicts the location of vacant
properties along the corridor.
It would be nice if there was a way to require owners of buildings which are vacant to at least keep
them up. Survey Respondent

Figure 9: Vacant Gas Stations at
Colorado Street/San Antonio Street Intersection
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Map 4: Vacant Properties along the Corridor
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Gateway Effect and Wayfinding
Lockhart’s historic Courthouse Square is located one block west of Colorado Street. Though
spatially close, it is nevertheless visually removed from the corridor. Passing motorists may
completely miss the ‘off‐center’ historic downtown. Other than the view of the courthouse
spires, they may not even know a unique, historic courthouse square exists. It is important to
consider ways to invite pedestrians and motorists into downtown. Although it is impossible to
move either Colorado Street or the courthouse square, it may be possible to extend the character
of downtown out to the corridor to invite passing motorists to linger, with wayfinding signage
being one possible method.
Sidewalks, vegetation/landscaping by business owners. No‐ plywood cheap signage. No‐ billboards.
Looks trashy, unplanned, and like a town on the fast decline. Not somewhere you’d want to investigate
living/moving to. If it weren’t for national media that brings BBQ tourism, no one would be enticed to
stop here. Survey Respondent
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Chapter 5
ROADWAY ALTERNATIVES
Although not intended to provide an all‐inclusive or mutually exclusive list of alternatives for
improving the Colorado Street roadway itself, this chapter provides several realistic options
that could, individually or in concert, improve traffic safety, flow, and capacity. Different
roadway alternatives may be appropriate for specific segments of the corridor, but not others. It
is important to mention that one option would be simply pursuing no action towards
improving the roadway, and leave future development to existing applicable regulations and
market forces. This however does nothing to improve the safety, accessibility, and appearance
problems addressed in this document. While perhaps the cheapest short‐term alternative, the
long‐term effects of kicking the can down the road could be very expensive to remedy.
Medians
Currently, Colorado Street is an undivided 4‐lane arterial. Each of the alternatives for
improving the roadway involves adding some sort of median treatment to Colorado Street. A
median is the portion of a divided roadway, either paved, painted, or landscaped, that
separates opposing lanes of traffic. By physically separating opposing traffic streams, medians
increase safety by helping to prevent vehicles from travelling into oncoming lanes. They can
also be used to limit turning options for vehicles, and shift these movements to safer locations.
Additionally, medians can be used to discourage pedestrians from crossing at unsafe locations.
Medians are either traversable dividers, or non‐traversable barriers.
The type of roadway median has important bearing on the efficiency of roadway operations,
accident rates, and access provided to adjacent developments. A common type of traversable
median in Texas is the two‐way left‐turn lane (TWLTL), or as it is colloquially known, a
‘chicken lane’. It provides ubiquitous access to properties and maximize operational flexibility,
but does not provide a safety barrier between oncoming traffic. Non‐traversable medians on
the other hand, include physical barriers that include concrete barriers, raised concrete
curb/traffic islands, and/or landscaped medians that prohibit movement of traffic across the
median. Decisions about what type of median barrier should be used should be based on
several factors, including traffic volume, traffic speed, vehicle mix, median width, number of
lanes, road alignment, accident history, and installation and maintenance costs.
Research indicates that the addition of traversable and non‐traversable medians to undivided
roadways improves traffic operations and safety by limiting left turns from through travel
lanes. Figure 10 depicts several common types of medians. Divided roads with non‐traversable
medians are the safest. Medians physically separate opposing traffic, limit access and conflict
points, and provide pedestrian refuge. Non‐traversable medians also provide the most
restrictive access management. Median design requires adequate provision for left turns and U‐
turns to avoid problems associated with concentrating these movements at signalized
intersections and to allow access to properties.
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Non‐traversable medians offer two important safety benefits by physically separating opposing
directions of travel, thereby reducing head‐on accident potential, and by controlling (sometimes
eliminating) left turns and other movements across the median (NCHRP, 1999). This translates
into fewer conflicts, greater safety, and more uniform arterial speeds. However, these benefits
may be offset by the increased turning volumes at median openings, especially at signalized
intersections where left turns may be transferred (especially where medians are continuous
between street intersections). Where left turns from the arterial are permitted, it is essential that
the medians provide separate lanes with ample capacity. Otherwise, safety and capacity
benefits associated with removing left turns from through lanes will be lost (NCHRP, 1999).
Table 12 summarizes the crash reductions associated with different median types based upon
ADT. Figure 11 depicts the relationship between the number of access points, accident rates per
million vehicle‐miles traveled, and median treatments. Figure 12 illustrates the predicted
annual average accident frequency by median type. Figure 13 illustrates the reduction in
conflicts associated with the installation of a continuous non‐traversable median on previously
undivided arterial.
Access management statistics indicate that dividing an arterial with a traversable TWLTL will
improve circulation, increase safety, reduce delay, and increase theoretical maximum capacity
at LOS E from 30,000 vehicle trips to 36,000 vehicle trips (Table 5). The following findings from
the Transportation Research Board’s Access Management Manual offer evidence that though
non‐traversable medians are optimal, the addition of a TWLTL would still be superior to
Colorado Street’s current configuration through central Lockhart. It would be an operational
improvement that would provide shelter for vehicles to turn left, reduce congestion from
vehicles waiting behind them, and provide additional maneuvering space for large vehicles
(especially tractor trailer trucks). In addition to providing business access, it would make
turning left from businesses and merging into traffic safer. It is important to stress that, though
not the safest option compared to non‐traversable median treatments, the TWLTL is still a
safety improvement over the current configuration.
Table 12: Total Crashes per Mile per
Year for Various Median Types
ADT

Undivided

10,000
48
20,000
126
30,000
190
40,000
253
(NCHRP, 1999)

TWLTL

Raised Median

39
60
92
112

32
55
78
85
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Figure 10: Several Types of Medians

Figure 11: Relationship between
Accidents, Access Points, and Median Type

(NCHRP, 1999)
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Figure 12: Predicted Annual Average Accident Frequency by Median Type

(NCHRP, 1999)
Figure 13: Reduction in Conflicts by Installation of
Continuous Non‐traversable Median on Previously Undivided Arterial

Colorado Street

(NCHRP, 1999)
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The installation of a non‐traversable median limits direct access to properties, requires left turns
to be rerouted, and therefore requires greater travel distances. Non‐traversable medians may
limit access and exposure. However, the increase in capacity associated with median
installation may improve a property’s exposure. The impacts not only depend on the extent
that access to adjacent property increases or decreases, but also on the type of activity involved
and the background economic conditions. Some activities, such as a regional shopping centers
or office complexes attract clientele from a large area, and overall access time to markets plays a
major role. Other activities, such as service stations and drive‐in restaurants, rely on
intercepting passing traffic, much in the way impulse items on grocery store isle end‐ caps and
check‐outs compete for a shoppers’ attention. In such cases, left‐turn restrictions and increased
travel distances could adversely affect business. The economic impacts of various median
treatments reflect the extent to which access to a location is improved, restricted, or denied.
Exposure and accessibility are important components of how a property acquires value.
Accessibility is typically measured by the ease with which people and vehicles can reach, enter,
and depart from a location. Exposure is typically measured by the number of people and
vehicles that pass by a location. Table 16 illustrates examples of business sensitivity to passing
traffic.
The impacts of left‐turn restrictions also depend on changes in business conditions and traffic
volumes, shifts in population and purchasing power, and the development of competitive
business sites. Due to this inherent complexity, few studies have quantified actual effects.
Instead, most studies have focused on the perceived effects and the attitudes of the various
groups affected. A Texas study on the impacts of left‐turn availability on service station access
found that business decreased as traffic volume increased. Therefore, business impacts depend
not only on the business type and location relative to median openings, but on traffic volumes
as well (NCHRP, 1999).
Table 13: Business Sensitivity to Passing Traffic
Proportion of
Business Sales
Coming from
Pass‐by Traffic
Lowest

Moderate

High
Highest

Sample Business Type
(From Standard Industrial Code)

Mobile Home Dealers
Boat Dealers
Dentists
Hardware Stores
Household Appliance Stores
Automotive Repair Shops
Grocery Stores
Laundry, Cleaning and Garment Services
Miscellaneous Food Stores
Gasoline Service Stations

(NCHRP, 1999)
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Three‐Lane Road‐Diet with TWLTL
Converting four‐lane roads to three‐lane roads with a continuous TWLTL median is known as a
road‐diet. The re‐striping of existing paved width can be a cost effective way to improve
business access, reduce accidents, reduce vehicle conflict points, reduce emergency vehicle
response times and create room for bicycle lanes. Nearby examples of road‐diets are the
recently completed re‐striping of C.M. Allen Street in San Marcos, and portions of Manor Road
in Austin. Also, though not a conversion from four to three lanes, San Antonio Street west of
Borchert Drive in Lockhart is an example of a three‐lane thoroughfare with shoulders that could
be used as bicycle lanes. This area is expected to be heavily developed in the future due to the
construction of SH 130, and traffic counts will increase.
Average annual daily traffic volume is an important operational factor when considering four‐
lane to three‐lane conversions. While there is no maximum traffic volume above which a road‐
diet will necessarily be unsuccessful, computer modeling, case studies, and existing research
offer some general appropriate traffic volume guidelines. Road‐diets have been shown to
reduce the overall number of accidents and calm traffic without reducing level of service on
roads with daily traffic volumes between 15,000 and 17,500 ADT. During rush hours, computer
simulations and research have shown than a reduction in level of service may begin to occur at
between 1,500 and 1,750 vehicles per hour (VPH). These numbers were derived from computer
simulations assuming that no more than 10 percent ADT occurred during peak traffic times.
However, a few road diets have been effective on streets up to 20,000 ADT. A before and after
study of a road diet on Edgewater Drive in Orlando Florida, a road that carries approximately
20,000 ADT, found that substantial improvements in both motorist safety and
pedestrian/bicycle access were possible without negatively impacting service levels (City of
Orlando, 2010). Furthermore, the road‐diet led to a 68% decrease in the injury rate from car
accidents as well as a decrease in speeding. The decrease in accidents can be attributed to the
simplification of the roadway environment and reduction in vehicle conflict points (Figure 14).
Studies of fifteen road‐diet sites with average annual daily traffic volumes of between 2,000 and
17,400 vehicles per day have yielded results indicating that compared to crashes citywide,
streets that underwent road‐diets had reductions in major injury crashes by 11 percent, minor
injury crashes by 30 percent, and crash frequency by 24 percent (Welch et al., 1999). This is
somewhat corroborated by research conducted for the Federal Highway Administration
determining that road‐diet conversions could be expected to reduce accident rates by up to 6%
(Huang et al.). Additionally, there was a reduction in accidents involving high‐risk motorists
under age 25 and over age 65, and statistically significant reductions in accidents involving left
turns and stopping (Welch et al., 1999).
An added benefit of road‐diets is the ability to increase mobility options by adding bicycle lanes
where there was previously no width available. Figures 15 and 16 depict examples where four‐
to three‐lane conversion provide enough space within the existing paved width to have bicycle
lanes traveling in both directions. These examples are especially pertinent to Colorado Street,
where at its narrowest points, has only 48 feet of paved width curb‐to‐curb. This could allow
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for three 12 foot‐wide lanes and two six foot‐wide bicycle lanes and could be accomplished
without widening the existing paved width, thereby freeing the ROW for bike lanes. The traffic
calming effects of a road‐diet could also make Colorado Street safer for cyclists and pedestrians
as motorists tend to slow down.
Through perhaps appropriate for other streets in the city, the excessive number of driveways
and intersections would cause serious vehicle queuing problems on Colorado Street, especially
at signalized intersections and during peak traffic periods. Also, the current ADT is at the
threshold of what would be possible to have a road‐diet, with future expectations clearly
exceeding it. Due to these considerations, a road‐diet may not address Colorado Street’s needs.
Figure 14: Four to Three Lane Conversion
and Resulting Reduction in Conflict Points
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Figure 15: Road Diet with TWLTL,
Manor Road in Austin, Texas

Figure 16: Road Diet with TWLTL,
Lexington, Kentucky

(FHWA, 2011)
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Five‐Lanes within Existing Paved Area with TWLTL
One cost‐effective option considered was restriping Colorado Street, within the existing paved
width, to five narrow lanes (four through‐lanes plus a center TWLTL). The East 7th Street
improvement project in Austin is an example of just such a restriping (Figure 17). The center
TWLTL median is distinguished from the adjacent asphalt lanes by a treatment of masonry
pavers, visually enhancing its median effect. The lanes are narrow, being approximately 10
feet‐wide, and this option does not leave room for bicycle lanes; this means cars, trucks, and
bicycles would be in very close proximity to each other. Further complicating matters,
Colorado Street is also a US Highway, and therefore subject to the more stringent lane‐width
standards of TxDOT and USDOT. The standard highway lane width is 12ʹ, although TxDOT
recommends 14 foot outside lanes to allow for easier right turns by large vehicles.
Figure 17: Five Lanes within Existing Paved Width

Five‐Lanes and Roadway Widening with TWLTL
Colorado Street could be widened to five standard‐width lanes (11‐14 feet), with one being a
TWLTL. This would be difficult and expensive option between Pecan Street and Blackjack
Street due to the narrow ROW. Segments of Colorado Street north and south of the central city
are rural stretches of highway and are currently lined by surface drainage ditches. These would
need subsurface storm drains and curb‐and‐gutter added to accommodate roadway widening.
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Also, above‐ground utility poles, along with some underground utilities, would have to be
relocated within the existing ROW. Any corridor improvements must be context‐sensitive and
may vary according to specific safety and physical constraints.
A center turn lane throughout town, as making left turns anywhere in town is very unsafe. As well as
sidewalks along the entire length on both sides would greatly help with mobility and provide safety for
those without cars. I know this has been discussed, but it needs to be done sooner than later, especially
with the increased traffic with the new Walmart. Also, in regards to the current utility lines, it really
doesnʹt matter whether they are above or below ground, but would like the leaning poles fixed, as they
look bad. Survey Respondent

Four‐Lane Divided Parkway with Turn Lanes
Research indicates that a raised median is a safety improvement for a four‐lane undivided
roadway (NCHRP, 1999). Expanding Colorado Street north of Silent Valley Road and south of
Chisholm Trail into a divided parkway with a landscaped median would improve the safety,
attractiveness, and gateway feel of Colorado Street. Such a median would have breaks in it for
left‐turn lanes at future and current intersections. The non‐traversable center median could be
enhanced with native landscaping, and with gateway signage welcoming travelers to Lockhart
at the north and south ends. Figure 18 depicts a divided road with wide landscaped median.
Figure 18: Divided Parkway with Landscaped Median
(Craddock Avenue, San Marcos)
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Complete Streets: Pedestrian and Bicyclist Access
Complete streets are roadways designed and operated to enable safe, attractive, and
comfortable access and travel for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and
public transport passengers of all ages and abilities (Figure 19). Official policies that encourage
or require this are known as complete streets policies. Proponents of complete streets policies
claim that they improve safety, lower transportation costs, provide alternatives to private cars,
encourage health through walking and biking, create a sense of place, improve social
interaction, and generally increase adjacent property values. Figures 20a and 20b depicts a
before and after vision of Colorado Street (facing north toward State Park Road) with shared‐
path sidewalks added, pedestrian/bicyclist crossings marked by pavers, defined roadway
edges, modest landscaping (three mature trees and grass), and enhanced intersection
signalization. Important, the future vision depicts controlled driveway access and well‐defined
parking lot entrances.
The National Complete Streets Coalition, a pro‐complete streets advocacy group in the United
States, defines complete streets as those that are designed and operated to allow all users, not
only drivers, to use them safely. The specific design elements of a complete street typically
include:
Pedestrian infrastructure: Sidewalks; crosswalks, median crossing islands, sidewalk
bulb‐outs, and raised crosswalks;
Accessible pedestrian signals: Including audible cues for people with low vision and
pushbuttons reachable by wheelchair users;
Traffic calming measures: Lower driving speeds and define the edges of car travelways,
including road diets, center medians, shorter curb corner radii, elimination of free‐flow
right‐turn lanes, staggered parking, street trees, planter strips and ground cover;
Bicycle accommodations: Dedicated bicycle lanes, shared paths, or wide shoulders
Mass transit accommodations: Bus pullouts or special bus lanes.
Figure 19: A More ‘Complete Street’ Vision

(mobikefed.org, 2011)
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Figures 20a and 20b: A Vision of Colorado Street Transformed into a
Complete Street with Pedestrian Facilities, Signals, and Modest Landscaping

Before

After
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Railroad/Town Branch Creek Crossing
The existing railroad overpass was not designed or constructed to accommodate pedestrians
and bicyclists. If Colorado Street is to be transformed into a more ‘complete street’, a
pedestrian/bicycle crossing must be constructed across Town Branch Creek and the railroad.
Subsequent to a physical site analysis of the creek bank topography and existing infrastructure,
it was determined that a crossing for a future bicycle and pedestrian path is realistically feasible.
Such a path would be an important link providing access to City Park from the south side of the
creek.
At the south end of the overpass, a concrete V‐shaped drainage culvert abuts the west side and
drains into a rugged area down to the creek. There is not much room for a sidewalk on the west
side, as the topography drops off sharply towards both the north and west. It would be
expensive to modify this area to accommodate a path meeting ADA standards. However, there
is enough space on the east side of the Colorado Street ROW, north of Livengood Feeds, to
extend a shared‐path sidewalk across the creek.
The shared path sidewalk could go north straight alongside the east wall of the overpass to just
past the first set of support columns, and then angle slightly to the left across under the
overpass to the relatively level rock area on the opposite side, where the northern terminus
would be roughly centered under the overpass. The topography along the street/driveway
connecting to those parking lots is a very gradual slope all the way to the top of the creek bank.
The bridge would be at a high enough elevation that it would not normally be affected by high
water, and it would align directly with the best spot to cross the railroad track.
Beyond the railroad track, it would be just a short distance to where the sidewalk could tie into
the future Town Branch Trail extension. An additional bonus is that it is also level enough
between the north bank of the creek and the railroad track crossing to branch off of the shared‐
path sidewalk with a short stub connecting to Santos Arredondo Park on Commerce Street. The
pedestrian/bike bridge over the creek would be protected from the weather by the overpass
above, and already has stabilized embankments to connect to on both ends. Figures 21a, 21b,
21c and 21d depict the area under the overpass from a variety of vantage points. Figure 22
depicts a suspended pedestrian/bicyclist crossing.
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Figures 21a, 21b, 21c, and 21d: Under the Overpass in Lockhart

West side of overpass,
facing north

Hans Friedel, 6’1”
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East side of overpass,
facing north

East side of overpass,
facing north
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Figure 22: Example of an Urban Pedestrian Crossing under an Overpass

(Discovering Urbanism, 2012)
Access Management
In addition to medians, better access management can be accomplished through a number of
techniques and strategies. Based on existing and forecast levels of traffic and development, the
most suitable access management strategy would appear to be controlling the number of access
points and their spacing. The following techniques describe how the number of access points to
a road can be restricted or reduced:









Restrictions on spacing between access points (driveways) and public/private
roads based on the type of development and the speed along the road
Sharing of access points between adjacent properties
Providing driveway access via collector or local roadways where possible
Offsetting driveways at proper distances to produce T‐intersections that
minimize the number of conflict points between traffic using the driveways and
through traffic
Installing short median barriers to control conflicts associated with left‐turn
movements (in or out of driveway or roadway)
Installing barriers to the property along the arterial to restrict access width to a
minimum
Internal access easements connecting private lots parallel to the road
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Evaluating Roadway Alternatives
A matrix was developed to evaluate, score, and rank the different roadway alternatives
(Table 14). Widening Colorado Street with the inclusion of a TWLT and/or transforming it into
a divided parkway with dedicated turn lanes, were the highest scoring options. Bicycle and
pedestrian improvements were included in the consideration. Only the road‐diet option
provided for bike lanes in the roadway. Both of the widening options accommodate
pedestrians and bicycles by a wide shared path on either side of the roadway. The feasibility of
an option does not necessarily make it the best. Prior to improvements being made,
engineering studies should consider the following:











Roadway function and environment
Environmental impact
Overall traffic volume and level of service
Turn volumes and patterns
Frequent stopping and/or slow moving vehicles
Weaving, speed, and queues
Crash type and patterns
Pedestrian and bike activity
Right‐of‐way availability, cost, and acquisition impacts
General characteristics: parallel roadways, offset minor street intersections,
parallel parking, corner radii, and at‐grade rail road crossing (Welch et. Al, 1999)
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Table 14: Roadway Alternative Evaluation Matrix
(Ranked from 0‐worst to 5 ‐best)
Evaluation
Categories

Four Lane
Undivided

3 Lane
Road‐Diet

Safety
Capacity
Congestion
Driveway Access
Control
Bike Lane on
Roadway
Pedestrian
Friendliness
Left‐Turn Control
Appearance
Gateway Effect
Feasibility North of
Silent Valley Rd.
Feasibility Through
City
Feasibility South of
Blackjack St.
Total

0
2
2
0

5 Lane
Widening
with
TWLTL

5 Lane
Widening
with
Parkway

2
0
0
2

5 Lanes
Within
Existing
Pavement
(TWLTL)
3
3
3
2

4
4
4
3

5
5
4
5

0

5

0

0

0

0

2

2

1

4

0
1
1
5

3
2
1
3

3
1
1
1

3
2
1
4

5
5
5
3

5

3

4

2

0

5

3

1

4

3

21

26

24

32

44
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Chapter 6
IMPROVING APPEARANCE
Corridor enhancement plans are tools that address aesthetics and character as well as
transportation needs within important corridors. A number of elements make up the physical
environment of roadway corridors including adjacent developments, landscaping treatments,
roadway configuration, pavement sections, traffic control devices, signs, and above‐ground
utilities. These components contribute to the overall aesthetic character, or to the lack of it,
along the corridor. Improvements in appearance can be accomplished by the use of
development guidelines and incentives, and through proactive foresight in the implementation
of urban infrastructure components. In older, already developed corridors, this can be difficult,
since improvements have to be implemented by insertion into the existing built environment, or
retrofitting or replacing existing elements.
Streetscape
Transportation improvements should be viewed within the context of the complete
‘streetscape’. The streetscape is the visual elements of a street, including the road, adjoining
buildings, sidewalks, and landscaping that combine to form the streetʹs character. This view of
a street accounts for users other than vehicular travelers when planning for a corridor. The
streetscape contributes to the visual image and sense of quality of the city. In cooperation with
key stakeholders, the City should develop design guidelines for the Colorado Street Corridor
that address clutter, competing signage, inconsistent lighting, poor‐quality or lack of
landscaping, and general lack of theme. Incentives can be developed and implemented for
improving the quality and manner of development.
Community Sensitive Design Theme
Community sensitive design is a community‐based approach to creating a transportation
project that not only moves vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists safely and efficiently, but also in
harmony with the region and surrounding community. This process can include streetscape
elements such as landscaping, bicycle and pedestrian accommodations, and the architectural
design of bridges, fences, and retaining walls.
Project designers investigate existing
architectural details that might be the basis of an architectural theme for the corridor. Visual
themes could both enhance existing corridor characteristics and create new themes.
As an interactive process between citizens and planners, community sensitive design weaves
the transportation facility into the fabric of the community it serves. Typically an advisory
committee is organized that includes local residents and business owners. Committee members
work alongside project designers in a series of workshops to set goals, identify opportunities
and constraints, and brainstorm and refine features along the corridor. In addition to
identifying emerging themes, a design manual could be created that contains detailed drawings
of examples of the desired features.
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A consistent streetscape development could tie diverse land uses together, connect the corridor
to downtown, and highlight the surrounding historic residential character of the area. An
aesthetic theme that provides visual interest and variety could be developed for the entire
length of the corridor to give it a distinct look, and convey a unique sense of place. Features
that could visually enhance the corridor include landscaping treatments, decorative lighting,
and unique signage. The Colorado Street corridor is an important part of Lockhart’s public
realm, and its aesthetic character (or lack thereof) influences people’s impression of the city.
Branding
Creating a special corridor symbol, or updating the existing City logo, could unify the corridor
and reinforce the branding of Lockhart as a unique destination and place to live. This could
then be applied as an urban design feature throughout the corridor, as well as used in
community promotion and advertising. Branding should be used intermittently at community
entry points, points of visual interest, public and recreational uses, and/or adjacent to locally
significant sites.
Corridor Amenities
Having benches, drinking fountains, and pedestrian shelters could enhance the pedestrian
friendliness and appeal of the corridor. Furthermore, relatively small treatments such as
stamped concrete, pavers, public artwork, benches, and other public amenities could go a long
way towards reversing the corridor’s declining image.
Street Lighting
Themed streetlight fixtures could enhance visual distinctiveness, improve nighttime business
opportunities, and make the corridor safer for pedestrians.
Minimize Overhead Utilities
The overhead utility lines that cross the corridor are unsightly and create visual clutter.
Relocating them underground would be expensive. However, long term, and especially in
areas that will be redeveloped, the overhead utilities should be consolidated, relocated, or
buried underground. Limiting unyielding objects in the ROW such as utility poles will create a
cleaner, more consistent view as well as improve motorist safety.
Coordinated Sign System
Private business signs should be well‐designed and in scale with each respective business
facility. Off‐premise advertising billboards should be prohibited or kept to a minimum. Public
signage should reinforce a consistent design theme.
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Color
A special, unified color scheme could contribute to improving the overall appearance of the
corridor. Though the corridor currently displays a variety of colors and building facades, a
unified and distinct color scheme could be developed for streetscape fixtures such as street
lights, signals, and signs. This adds very little cost to new and replacement fixtures.
Landscaping Enhancements
Landscaping treatments are an important component towards developing a more aesthetically
pleasing and complete streetscape. “Greening up” Colorado Street would improve its overall
appearance and provide shade. Landscaping can accomplish a wide variety of aesthetic goals
such as screening and framing parking lots, property edges, and buildings. Quality
landscaping can achieve more than just aesthetic goals. It can improve the safety and comfort
level of people, lower energy demands, and increase property values. Specific landscaping
design guidelines may include requirements that native plants be used. Native plant species
often have less stringent planting requirements and flourish better than introduced and exotic
species. Any landscape design guidelines should favor native, drought resistant plants and
endeavor to establish a landscape design vocabulary that encourages the use of plant
communities that are native and appropriate for Central Texas.
A further benefit of landscaping will be that increased shade will reduce the ‘windswept’ feel of
the corridor, while providing shelter and shade for pedestrian activities. Lockhart has the most
control over shoulders and future medians. These should become landscaping treatment
emphasis areas. Also, clusters of landscaping can fill in for gaps in development and visually
unattractive areas. Landscaping treatments, such as flowers or ornamental flowering shrubs or
trees, can be used to provide interest, variety, and emphasis at special areas or intersections.
Table 15 contains a categorized list of drought‐tolerant plants suitable for Central Texas’ harsh
climate.
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Table 15: Select Drought Tolerant Plants Appropriate for Central Texas
Trees
Althea
Anacacho Orchid
Apple
Arizona Cypress
Catalpa
Carolina Buckthorn
Chinquapin Oak
Crape Myrtle
Desert Willow
Elm
Eveʹs Necklace
Flowering Senna
Goldenball Leadtree
Holly
Lacey Oak
Magnolia
Mexican Buckeye
Mexican White,
Oak/Monterrey Oak
Oak, Lacey
Peach
Pear
Pecan tree
Plum
Pomegranate
Possumhaw Holly
Redbud
Retama
Sumac
Texas Mountain
Laurel
Yaupon Holly

Shrubs
Abelia
AmericanBeautyberry
Aralia
Artemisia
Aspidistra
Aucuba
Bluebeard Spirea
Bridalwreath Spirea
Candletree (Cassia)
Cleyera
Cyperus
Crape myrtle
Germander
Holly
Lavendar
Ligustrum, variegated
Mahonia, leatherleaf
Oregano
Pampas grass
Pyracantha
Red Yucca
Rosemary
Sage
Santolina
Texas Sage
Viburnum
Wax Myrtle
Wisteria
Yucca

Flowers
Alyssum
Begonia
Blackfoot Daisy
Bluebonnet
Cactus
Caladium
Canna
Celosia
Chrysanthemum
Clematis
Coleus
Columbine
Cosmos
Daffodil
Dianthus
Dusty Miller
Engelmannia
Heuchara
Hibiscus
Honeysuckle
Ice Plant
Impatiens
Indian Blanket
Iris
Lantana
Larkspur
Mandevilla
Mexican Heather
Mullein
Nierembergia
Pansy
Periwinkle
Petunia
Portulaca
Purple Coneflower
Rose
Ruellia
Salvia
Skullcap
Sweet Potato Vine
Zinnia

Groundcovers
Ajuga
Asian Jasmine
Ficus Pumila
(Creeping Fig)
Germander
Lambs Ear
Lemon Balm
Liriope
Mint
Monkey grass
Prostrate rosemary
Purple Jew
Rosemary, (creeping)
Santolina
Sedum
Succulents
Thyme
Trailing juniper
Vinca

(Table Adapted from http://www.centraltexasgardening.net/database.htm, http://aggie‐
horticulture.tamu.edu/extension/xeriscape/table2.html, 2012)
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City Gateway and Wayfinding
Entry gateway monument signs are another way to emphasize Lockhart’s uniqueness, establish
a theme, and welcome highway travelers to the city. The Colorado Street Corridor serves as a
visual gateway for Lockhart from both north and south. Currently, two inconspicuous gateway
signs have been installed along Colorado Street near both the northern and southern city limits.
Lockhart however, as a regionally significant city, deserves a more substantial entry statement
along its busiest corridor. This would help strengthening branding and announce the corridor
as a special area. Gateway signage, coupled with an effective slogan, can set the tone for a
visitor’s entire experience. These signs welcoming highway travelers, and reminding them to
visit again, should be conspicuously located at the northern and southern city limits along
US 183 as it transitions from a rural highway into Lockhart’s Colorado Street. City’s sometimes
adorn their gateway signs decorative landscaping.
Where the historic Courthouse Square adjoins the Colorado Street Corridor, better wayfinding
could help promote the ‘off‐center’ downtown and add visual interest to the corridor. Gateway
signage can be placed in state‐owned medians along on system highways as a partnership with
TxDOT. Figure 23 depicts a gateway sign for Wichita Falls, Texas. Figure 24 depicts a suitable
opportunity for the placement of a gateway sign to enhance the northern entrance into Lockhart
at the SH 130/Colorado Street interchange.
“People coming into Wichita Falls on Highway 287 from the south are now greeted with a new
landscaped highway median. This was a joint project between TxDOT and the City of Wichita
Falls in 2004. TxDOT provided funding and contracted all the stonework, and the landscape was
designed and installed by the Parks Maintenance Division. They are also responsible for its
maintenance” (City of Wichita Falls, 2011).
“The Wayfinding Signage Program has provided a comprehensive system of signage to direct
people to Historic Downtown Upland as well as the major destinations and businesses located in
the area. Seasonal banners and mini kiosks that contain advertisements from local businesses
have also been placed around the downtown area, as well as an archway sign over 9th Street at
Euclid Avenue, and a monument sign in the Euclid median” (City of Upland, 2011).
Themed gateway banners are an inexpensive, potentially effective way to create a positive first
impression of the city, and tie the highway corridor together in a cohesive manner. Banners
could be placed on city‐owned light poles to emphasize Lockhart’s unique character, and also to
highlight seasonal community events. Coordinated and attractive city‐wide signage will help
residents and visitors identify important area assets such as the historic downtown, parks and
recreation facilities, restaurants, and other local attractions along the corridor.
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Figure 23: City of Wichita Falls Gateway Signage in TxDOT ROW

(Wichita Falls, 2011)
Figure 24: SH 130/Colorado Street Interchange Facing South towards Lockhart

Potential gateway sign location

SH 130

Colorado St.
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Chapter 7
LAND USE AND ZONING ALTERNATIVES
Small cities like Lockhart have to take proactive roles to ensure their historic town squares,
aging strip developments, and corridors remain competitive in a modern and diverse
marketplace. It would be unwise to allow the Colorado Street Corridor to continue to develop
in a low‐intensity, haphazard manner. Today’s consumers have more options in terms of where
to spend their money, including non‐store online shopping. Current trends in the region and
nationally are for mixed‐use, pedestrian friendly, and transit‐oriented‐developments.
Development Form
There is an increasing planning focus on reinventing suburban ‘strips’ into integrated,
pedestrian friendly corridors districts. Cities historically zoned for commercial and retail uses
along major corridors. These ‘strip’ developments, though geographically close, may not be
physically integrated and are often placeless and without local character. Furthermore,
development may leap‐frog out, leaving unused land between new development that
contributes to urban sprawl, automobile dependence, and the inefficient distribution of public
utilities and services.
The Future Land Use Plan Map could be amended to allow for higher intensity uses. Land
could then be purposefully rezoned to achieve variety and clusters of activity along the corridor
to avoid generic, low‐density, strip development. As a zoning alternative, the Planned
Development District classification (A new mixed‐use zoning district could be created) could be
utilized to achieve nodes of activity, increased variety, and higher density along the corridor.
Mixed‐Use Development
Mixed‐use development is the use of a building, set of buildings, neighborhood, or district for
more than one purpose. The current prevalent pattern of lower density development is the
result of local zoning codes that require low densities and separation of uses, combined with
consumer preferences for single‐family homes and larger lots, and low land prices that permit
this larger consumption of land. However, when jobs, housing, and commercial activities are
located close together, a communityʹs transportation options increase. Combining uses in a
compact area creates opportunities for pedestrian access and provides for densities that can be
efficiently served by transit. In addition, mixed‐use developments may have higher property
values. Often located in existing urban areas, key corridors, or as part of special districts,
mixed‐use development provides a range of commercial and residential unit sizes and options.
Compact development patterns concentrate growth in ‘smarter’ ways and consume less land.
Allowing mixed‐use development can be an incentive for achieving higher densities, higher
property values, and facilitating the redevelopment of under‐utilized parcels along Colorado
Street.
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Traditional Zoning
The most common and most traditional approach to zoning is called Euclidean zoning. It is
named after the town of Euclid, Ohio where a landowner challenged the cityʹs zoning code.
The case wound its way up to the U.S. Supreme Court which upheld the municipalityʹs
ordinance. The case was decided in 1926, and the term ‘Euclidean zoning’ emerged and
influenced the content and design of zoning codes across the country for decades. It regulates
development through land use classifications and dimensional standards. Typical zoning
classifications are grouped by land‐use types such as single‐family residential, multi‐family
residential, commercial, industrial and public institutional. Each land use category must
comply with dimensional standards such as building setbacks, side yards, height limits,
minimum lot sizes, and maximum lot coverage limits.
The traditional planning goals associated with Euclidean zoning are to provide for orderly
growth, prevent overcrowding of land and people, alleviate congestion, and separate
incompatible uses (such as insuring that a noisy factory cannot be built near a residential
neighborhood). However, Euclidean zoning has been criticized for its lack of flexibility and
outdated planning theory. Some see it as perpetuating low density/intensity single uses and
urban sprawl. Lockhart’s zoning ordinance is based on the Euclidian model, but provides some
overlap between districts in terms of permitted uses. New alternative zoning techniques are
emerging and evolving.
Form‐Based Codes
Form‐based codes address the relationship between building facades and the public realm, the
form and mass of buildings in relation to one another, and the scale and types of streets and
blocks. The regulations and standards in form‐based codes, presented in both diagrams and
words, are keyed to a regulating plan that designates the appropriate form and scale (and
therefore, character) of development rather than only distinctions in land‐use types.
Some of the urban planning goals of form‐based codes include curbing urban sprawl,
promoting pedestrian safety, and preserving the fabric of historic neighborhoods. This
approach contrasts with conventional zoningʹs focus on the micromanagement and segregation
of land uses, and the control of development intensity through abstract and uncoordinated
parameters (e.g., dwellings per acre, setbacks, parking ratios) while neglecting an integrated
built form. Not to be confused with design guidelines or general statements of policy, form‐
based codes are regulatory, not advisory. They are drafted to implement a community plan,
and they try to achieve a consistent community appearance and character. Depending upon the
quality of the code and its diagrams, form‐based codes can be difficult to interpret and
administer.
Ultimately, a form‐based code is a tool. The quality of development outcomes depends on the
objectives of the community plan that a code implements. Requiring developers to make
greener and visually high‐quality structures while simultaneously reducing set‐back and off‐
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street parking requirements can be a mutually beneficial regulatory tradeoff. Denser
developments allow more gross‐floor‐area (GFA) on parcels and therefore offer increased
property values, rents, and tax revenues. Mixed‐use developments, often with retail,
restaurant, entertainment, and commercial uses on lower floors, and residential uses on upper
floors can help reduce traffic and provide a jobs‐housing balance where people can live, work,
and recreate in close proximity.
Incentive Zoning
Incentive zoning offers a reward (usually in the form of increased density) to a developer who
does something ‘extra’ that is in the communityʹs interest (more open space, plazas, arcades,
added infrastructure, etc.) or promotes a public goal (such as affordable housing). Incentive
zoning allows a developer to build a larger, higher‐density project than would be permitted
under existing zoning. Incentive zoning has become increasingly common over the past two
decades. The terms ‘density bonuses’ or ‘community benefits’ are related terms and are often
used when discussing incentive zoning. Incentive zoning allows for a high degree of flexibility,
but it can be complex to administer. Some common types of community benefits or amenities
for which state and local governments have devised incentive programs include urban design,
human services (including affordable housing), and transit access.
Performance Zoning
A key goal of zoning codes is to limit conflicting and incompatible uses. Traditional Euclidean
zoning does this by regulating land use and bulk. Performance zoning, however, regulates the
effects or impact of land uses through performance standards. Performance standards usually
concern trip generation, density, noise, and access to light and air. Developers can build almost
any building that meets the performance standards for that district. Therefore, performance
zoning allows for a great deal of flexibility. This level of flexibility makes it a very useful tool,
but also makes it difficult to administer.
Modular/Composite Zoning
One reason that the number of zoning districts in major U.S. cities tends to expand over time is
that new development proposals and redevelopment plans seem to require zoning districts that
are almost like an existing district but a little different. In some cases, they involve slight
variations in the list of uses, allowed building sizes (larger or smaller), amount of parking
required, or the size of permitted signage. This has led some cities to move toward modular,
also known as composite, zoning. In concept, modular zoning breaks up the idea of a zoning
district into its fundamental building blocks including permitted uses, dimensional standards
(e.g., height, bulk, and setbacks, or form), and development standards (e.g. parking, signs,
landscaping), and allows those components to be combined in different ways.
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The modular zoning technique encourages flexibility and can more closely calibrate zoning
regulations to specific neighborhood character. Modular zoning offers the opportunity to
combine a use module that matches the character of the area with a size module that matches
that same character. In this case, the goal is not to insert flexibility to change zoning but to
create more predictability for neighbors, and the expectation is that this context sensitive zoning
will remain stable over time. Modular zoning is not without its disadvantages however, as it
adds complexity to the zoning code. While individual zoning modules can be simple, the
number of combinations can be very large. When a wide variety of use and dimensional
modules are allowed to be combined, the chances of unintended consequences increase, and
some combinations that work in theory may be impractical.
Overlay Districts
One method for retrofitting an existing corridor is through the creation and adoption of an
overlay zoning district. Overlay districts supplement the underlying base zoning and can
accomplish a wide array of objectives from implementing aesthetic design standards to
allowing for higher‐density developments to preserving historic or natural character.
Conversely, overlay zoning can also be used to relax standards as an incentive to a desired
development type or outcome. For example, off‐street parking requirements may be relaxed in
a development designed to take advantage of alternative transit options.
Overlay zoning can be used to manage emerging development and redevelopment along
significant transportation corridors. Existing corridors can be retrofitted to achieve predictable
outcomes in line with a community’s future vision by regulating land use, transportation, and
urban design under one umbrella. For example, the City of Austin uses Conditional Overlay
Zones, Capital View Corridors, and Waterfront Overlays to achieve community goals and
vision (City of Austin, 2010). In the Lockhart zoning ordinance, the Historic and Flood Hazard
districts are regulated as overlay districts.
Overlay districts can be an effective means of facilitating attractive, higher‐intensity, mixed‐use
development as a replacement for older, low‐intensity, strip development. Figures 25a and 25b
depicts an example of what a more inviting Colorado Street Corridor could look like with
denser development, bicycle and pedestrian amenities, the historic character of downtown
extended out, and more trees. A score sheet could be developed for use where different
attributes of a proposed development, including public improvements, each have a
predetermined value. A minimum total score would be required before developments would
be approved. These À la carte style requirements could provide flexibility for developers while
guaranteeing the community that redevelopment and new developments honor the basic
principles of zoning and meet more than just minimum design standards.
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Figures 25a and 25b: Before and After Concept Art Depicting
Colorado Street as a More Complete Streetscape with Higher Density Buildings

Before
Before

After
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Chapter 8
PUBLIC OUTREACH
A focused public outreach and citizen involvement effort was conducted from May through
June of 2012. The process began with a ten question Colorado Street Corridor Citizen Survey
that was featured as a clip‐out section of the City newsletter mailed to City utility customers
with their bills, and returned at the time of payment. The survey was also made available
online using SurveyMonkey via a web link on the City homepage. It included a combination of
multiple‐choice, yes/no, and short answer questions which covered safety, appearance, traffic
congestion, and how to finance improvements. The survey is included in its entirety in
Appendix B. All citizen comments were transcribed verbatim where legible (some minor
punctuation and spelling corrections were made) and are also included in Appendix B. In all,
181 completed or partially completed surveys were received between May 15 and July 1 2012, of
which 125 came from the newsletter, 29 from the internet, and 27 from a public meeting. There
were 160 short answers to question #10, including unstructured responses (letters, comments,
attachments). The public outreach effort was deemed moderately successful, having received
surveys representing 4.4% of Lockhart’s 4,098 households.
Though not statistically valid in terms of random sampling, the ratio of response on each
question remained fairly stable among the completed questionnaires, indicating that there was a
good likelihood that the sample survey results were generally reflective of public opinion
among Lockhart’s population as a whole. Results indicated, among other things, that
respondents overwhelmingly supported improving the safety and appearance of the corridor,
with 83% indicating clear support. The majority of citizens felt that the corridor was very
congested, driving on it moderately stressful, and walking or riding a bicycle along it very
unsafe. Respondents were divided on how to pay for the City’s share of improvements to the
corridor, with 30% who chose “Other” in response to question nine, supporting using grant
money. However, most grants require some level of matching or contributing funds from the
recipient. Figure 26 contains the descriptive statistics of the responses to the multiple‐choice
and yes/no questions. Tables 16, 17, and 18 contain analyses of answers to survey questions
nine and ten, as well as unstructured comments written on or attached to the surveys. These
tallied responses were not mutually exclusive, and one respondent could answer across
multiple categories. While content analysis of the short answer responses generally confirmed
the validity of the eight major corridor problems originally identified within the scope of this
plan, two new areas of concern not initially investigated emerged.
First, 14% percent of respondents identified traffic signalization and signal timing as problems.
These respondents were evenly divided into a desire for the timing of traffic signals on
Colorado Street (especially the signal at SH 142) to be returned to previous timing cycles, and
that additional signals should be added at certain intersections. Second, many respondents felt
that the cleanliness, landscaping, signage, and general appearance of properties should better
represent the community to visitors. This category included those who expressed concern over
the upkeep of vacant properties.
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Table 16: Content Analysis to Survey Question 9:
How should the City of Lockhart pay for its share of improvements to the corridor?
Short answer responses to ‘Other’ (not mutually exclusive)
Major Categories/Themes
Grants
Reallocation of city resources
Special taxes
Bonds
State of Texas
Do nothing
Toll
(Total respondents, n = 83)

#
25
15
14
12
5
5
2

%
30%
18%
17%
14%
6%
6%
2%

Table 17: Content Analysis to Survey Question 10:
How would you like to see Colorado Street improved?
# of
Respondents

Major Category/Theme

Improve some aspect of appearance*
Add left turn lane(s)
Add sidewalks
Improve signalization (timing & location)
Do not bury utilities
Add crosswalks
Improve drainage and/or add curbing
Do nothing (do not improve the corridor)
Build a loop/bypass the corridor
Add a median
Control access to properties/streets better
More police enforcement of traffic
Better street lighting
(Total respondents, n = 162; responses not mutually exclusive)
* See Table 3
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56
55
39
22
9
7
7
6
6
4
4
4
4

% of total
Responses
35%
34%
24%
14%
6%
4%
4%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%
2%
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Table 18: Major Subcategories Included In:
Improve some aspect of appearance
# of
Respondents

Major Category/Theme
Improve appearance of
properties/vacancies/upkeep
Improve landscaping
Control signage
Bury or move utilities
Cleanliness
Better lighting
(Total respondents, n = 56; responses not mutually exclusive)

24
21
18
13
10
4

% of total
Responses
15%
13%
11%
10%
6%
2%

The outreach effort culminated with a special Planning and Zoning Commission meeting on
Thursday, June 21 that was dedicated to the subject of improving the corridor. The meeting
was advertised in advance in the Lockhart Post‐Register newspaper, and more than 300 letters
were mailed to the owners of property located within the corridor. In addition to Planning and
Zoning Commissioners, elected officials, and City staff, there were approximately 40 people
who attended the public meeting. Staff presented a slideshow which provided an overview of
elements that were being considered for this plan, and audience members were invited to
provide feedback through comments and questions. Each member in the audience who had not
already completed a survey form was given a chance to do so at the meeting. Most of the
discussion was about the practical and financial issues related to relocating and possibly
burying above ground utility lines within the ROW, the cost of which is the responsibility of the
City and utility providers to bear.
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Figure 26: Survey Response Tally

1

How congested is the automobile traffic on Colorado Street?

%

#

a Very congested

47%

83

b Moderately congested

40%

71

c Slightly congested
d Not at all congested

11%
3%

19
5

a Very stressful
b Moderately stressful

28%
39%

51
71

c Slightly stressful
d Not at all stressful

19%
13%

35
24

a Very safe
b Safe

3%
41%

6
73

c No opinion
d Unsafe
e Very unsafe

13%
36%
6%

23
64
11

3%
3%
31%
24%
39%

5
6
57
43
70

2%
1%
15%
12%
43%

4
1
26
21
76

28%

50

2

How stressful does driving on Colorado Street make you feel?

3

How safe do you feel driving along Colorado Street?

4

How safe do you feel walking along Colorado Street?
a
b
c
d
e

5

Very safe
Safe
No opinion
Unsafe
Very unsafe
If you use a bicycle, how safe would you feel riding it on Colorado
Street?

a
b
c
d
e

Very safe
Safe
No opinion
Unsafe
Very unsafe

f Do not own bicycle
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What kind of image does the appearance of current signs, utility lin
and buildings along Colorado Street convey to visitors?
a
b
c
d

7

Very positive
Positive
No opinion
Negative

2%
26%
21%
32%

4
46
37
58

e Very negative

19%

35

How would you rate the Colorado Street corridor’s overall appearan
compared to similar streets in other cities you have seen?

8

a Excellent
b Good
c Fair

5%
24%
36%

9
44
66

d Poor

35%

63

Do you feel the safety and appearance of Colorado Street corridor
should be improved?

9

a Yes

83% 149

b No
c Yes to safety, no to appearance
d Yes to appearance, no to safety

15%
2%
1%

27
3
1

32%
16%
41%

72
35
91

4%

8

8%

18

How should the City of Lockhart pay for its share of improvements
the corridor?
a Taxes
b Utility rates
c Specify Other
c Indicated c, but did not specify
Did not answer
Survey Participation Results
Utility bill insert

69% 125

Online
Public meeting

16%
15%

29
27

(Total respondents, n = 181; some respondents chose multiple answers or left answers blank)
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Chapter 9
RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes recommendations for improving Colorado Street based upon the
research and public outreach conducted for this plan. Final, detailed plans will take into
consideration specific physical and economic conditions existing at the time of implementation.
Roadway Widening: Five‐Lanes with TWLTL through Central Lockhart
In June 2011, CAMPO launched a second call for applications to receive State Proposition 12
funds, backed by bonds issued by the Texas legislature in 2007. Applications were reviewed by
the CAMPO board, scored, and the winners competitively selected. Lockhart, on behalf of
TxDOT, successfully applied for and received 13.4 million dollars of funding to widen
Colorado Street and add shared‐path sidewalks on a two‐mile segment beginning at Pecan
Street at the south end of the overpass, and extending south to the existing five‐lane section
serving the new Walmart store (Map 1). Securing this funding was an important first step
towards implementing the recommendations in this plan. The project will not involve the
taking of land outside of the Colorado Street (US 183) ROW.
Colorado Street will be widened within the existing ROW to include a continuous tow‐way left‐
turn lane (TWLTL) with four through‐lanes, and shared path sidewalks on both sides. More
specifically, TxDOT recommends a center turn lane 11‐14 feet wide, inner travel lanes 11‐12 feet
wide, outer travel lanes 14 feet wide, curb/gutters 18‐24 inches wide, and shared path
(accommodate both bicyclists and pedestrians) sidewalks eight feet in width. Actual
dimensions used will vary depending on the available ROW and context. Although TxDOT
standards count the 14‐foot outer lane as a shared roadway for motor‐vehicles and bicycles, it is
clearly unsafe for inexperienced bicyclists to share it with large motor‐vehicles. Figure 27
depicts TxDOT’s preliminary Colorado Street Cross Section for the widening area. Figure 28
depicts how a short segment of Colorado Street might look after the widening occurs.
Though not covered by the Proposition 12 Funding, the short segment between Silent Valley
Road (FM 2001) and Flores street (FM 672) should be widened to include a TWLTL with four
through lanes, and shared‐path sidewalks on either side, when funds become available in the
future.
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Figure 27: TxDOT Proposed Colorado Street Cross Section
between Pecan St. and Walmart

(TxDOT. 2011)
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Figure 28: Rendered Section of Widened
Colorado Street between Pecan and Hickory Streets
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Roadway Widening: Five‐Lane Parkway at North and South Gateways
North of Silent Valley Road and South of Chisholm Trail, Colorado Street should be widened to
accommodate a non‐traversable, landscaped median in the center. The landscaped median, in
addition to separating oncoming lanes and providing pedestrian refuge, will enhance the
gateway effect as travelers enter the community. It will also make for a safer highway. The
wider 120‐foot ROW along these portions of the corridor provides the necessary room for a
parkway, and research indicates divided highways are the safest, have the greatest capacity,
and best manage access. Along these sections, an 8‐foot wide shared path is the preferred
pedestrian/bicyclist treatment.
Manage Access
The number, spacing, and manner of curb cuts, driveways, and access points should be strictly
controlled according to TxDOT highway design guidelines. This is a critical safety point for
improving traffic safety and appearance on Colorado Street.
Add Pedestrian and Bicycle Access
Adding shared‐path bicycle/pedestrian facilities along Colorado Street will improve access from
residential areas within Lockhart to businesses located in the historic downtown district and
along Colorado Street, including HEB, Walgreen’s, Walmart, and the Seton medical clinic to
name a few; as well as recreational opportunities in adjacent parks. Shared paths will
accommodate those who cannot drive or do not have ready access to a personal vehicle such as
children, the elderly, the disabled, and the transit dependent. An analysis based upon similar
cases indicates that adding shared‐path sidewalk to Colorado Street could yield an increase in
290 combined pedestrian/bicycle trips per day (TTI, 2010). Additionally, as the overpass creates
a choke point, and Town Branch Creek is a physical barrier, a shared‐path crossing should be
constructed over the creek linking the northern and southern segments of the corridor for
pedestrians and bicyclists. This shared‐path should also be linked into the wider trail system
along the Town Branch Creek greenbelt.
Improve Traffic Signal Timing
The City should work closely with TxDOT to ensure that traffic signalization along Colorado
Street promotes safe vehicle circulation and does not impede through‐flow. Several key
intersections may need variable signal timing based upon time of day.
Relocate Above‐Ground Utilities
Unsightly above ground utilities should be relocated or buried along the entire length of the
corridor. This will improve appearance, remove unnecessary obstructions in the ROW, make
way for sidewalks, and require less maintenance.
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Add Curb and Gutter
All sections of the corridor currently lined by surface drainage ditches should have curb‐and‐
gutter, including subsurface storm drains, added. This will better accommodate sidewalks, as
well as mitigate some of the corridor’s drainage problems.
Enhance Gateway Effect and Wayfinding
Lockhart should invest in attractive landmark signs at the northern and southern entrances to
the community. For maximum impact, the City should consider partnering with TxDOT to
conspicuously locate the signs within the Colorado Street (US 183) ROW. Such signage should
be designed in such a way as to promote and brand the community, perhaps with a new,
attractive City logo. This logo can be applied as a design feature throughout the corridor to
promote and advertise Lockhart. Branding could help better integrate the corridor within the
wider cityscape, highlight downtown, identify adjacent public and recreational facilities, and
facilitate wayfinding.
Require Property Upkeep
Lockhart, through enforcement of existing ordinances, should require the owners of property,
regardless if they are vacant or occupied, to maintain their properties. This includes the
condition of buildings, signs, landscaping, and/or parking areas.
Distinct Corridor Aesthetic Design Theme
An aesthetic design theme that provides visual interest and variety should be developed for the
corridor to give it a distinct look and convey a unique sense of place. A consistent streetscape
development would tie the diverse land uses together, connect the corridor to downtown, and
highlight the surrounding local character. In order to strengthen the cohesive image of the
corridor, aesthetic treatments should be provided that are continuous for the corridor’s entire
length. Street lights, traffic signals, and signs should have a unified, coordinated look. Private
business signs should be well‐designed and in scale with each respective business facility, and
off‐premise advertising billboards should be prohibited or kept to a minimum. Public signage
should reinforce a consistent design theme.
Encourage Density, Mixed Uses, and Variety
Adding multi‐modal (pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and motor vehicle) capacity to the corridor
should provide the infrastructure necessary for higher density, mixed‐use developments to be
viable options. Lockhart should consider modifying its land‐use plan, and use zoning
techniques to encourage denser development along the corridor. This should be done in
conjunction with a coherent design theme developed with public participation to enhance the
corridor’s visual distinctiveness.
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Establish a Colorado Street Corridor Overlay District
Creating a Colorado Street Transportation Corridor Overlay District can establish a uniform
procedure to provide for the protection, enhancement, preservation, and reuse of places, sites,
buildings, structures, objects, streets, and landscape features having an aesthetic, economic, or
functional value. This is supported by the Lockhart 2020 Comprehensive Plan’s Goal 3.2, Policy
1 – Actions 1, 2, and 3. The Corridor should include all public and private areas within a
specified distance from the Colorado Street centerline or to the depth of abutting parcels,
whichever is less. The scope should include properties, buildings, landscaping, signs, street
hardware, street furniture, off‐street parking, sidewalks, streets, and items necessary to address
concerns relating to traffic, aesthetics, economic viability, neighborhood preservation, and
public safety. Any district provisions that conflict with underlying zoning provisions would
prevail. A corridor overlay district ordinance could establish a clear and detailed guide to the
development process and prescribe standards for elements including those listed in Table 19.
Table 19: Sample Corridor Overlay District Elements
Site planning and landscaping standards
Front yard depths
Side yard dimensions
Maximum and/or Minimum Setbacks
Accessory structures
Parking lot screening
Multi‐modal access and circulation
Sidewalks
Intra‐parcel walkways and parking access
Pedestrian routes
Bike racks
Curb cuts and driveways

Aesthetic standards
Consistent Lighting
Control Signage
Urban murals and walls
Awnings and canopies
Building and structure design
Scale
Exterior features
Structural components
Proportion
Color
Roofs (design, type, AC screening, etc.)

Eliminate or Redesign Acute‐Angle Intersections
Decreasing the number of major intersections along Colorado Street, especially acute‐angled
(less than 90 degrees) intersections, would improve traffic safety, circulation, and throughput.
The Commerce Street/Colorado Street intersections should be rerouted, improved, or closed.
Reroute State Park Road to Intersect Blackjack Street (Continuous SH 20)
This would reduce unnecessary traffic flow from vehicles maneuvering as they transition from
SH 20 West to SH 20 East (State Park Road and Blackjack Street respectively), and would be
consistent with the Lockhart 2020 Thoroughfare Plan.
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Chapter 10
IMPLEMENTATION
It is advisable due to cost and complexity, to undertake improving the Colorado Street Corridor
in phases. The separate yet interdependent problems facing the corridor’s different segments
could be managed with a phased implementation process. Table 20 offers a suggested,
preliminary table of this plan’s recommendations with a proposed timeframe.
Recommendations should be amended based upon public feedback. The very first step in
planning for the future of Colorado Street is to recognize its potential to be a vital district within
a larger future Lockhart. At a minimum, time should not be wasted in making the necessary
safety improvements in terms of sidewalks and crosswalks to make the corridor safer and more
accessible to pedestrians and bicyclists. This will especially improve conditions for the elderly,
disabled, children, and people without cars. Many variables must be considered before a final
timeframe for improving Colorado Street is established. Likely, due to the variety of funding
available, improvement will happen in a piecemeal fashion. Nevertheless, this document seeks
to coordinate those efforts under the umbrella of one, clear plan. Progress towards revising and
implementing these goals should be periodically reviewed, reported, and communicated with
the public at community meetings including the Lockhart Planning and Zoning Commission
and City Council.
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Table 20: Summary of Recommendations and Suggested Timeframe
Recommendation

Corridor Area

Traffic flow, safety, and
excessive driveways

Manage access

Entire corridor

Widen and add TWLTL

Between Overpass and
Chisholm Trail

Improve Traffic Signal
Timing
Enhance gateway effect
and wayfinding
Require property upkeep
Distinct corridor aesthetic
design theme
Add Pedestrian and
Bicycle Access (8‐foot wide
shared path sidewalk both
sides)
Relocate and/or bury
above‐ground utilities
Add curb and gutter

Entire corridor

Ongoing
Short‐term
Short‐term

Appearance

Short‐term

Entire corridor

Appearance

Short‐term

Entire corridor

Appearance

Short‐term

Entire corridor

Pedestrian and bicyclist
safety and access,
appearance

Short‐ to
Long‐term

Entire corridor

Appearance, safety, space
for improvements

Entire corridor

Drainage and appearance

Entire corridor

Encourage density, Mixed
Uses, and Variety

Entire corridor

Widen and add TWLTL

Between Silent Valley
Road and Flores Street

Short‐term:
Mid‐term:
Long‐term:

Traffic flow, safety, and
access management
Traffic flow, safety, and
access management

Timeframe

Entire corridor

Establish a Colorado Street
Corridor Overlay District

Eliminate or redesign
acute‐angle intersections
Widen and add
landscaped median
(Parkway)
Reroute State Park road to
intersect Blackjack Street
(Continuous SH 20)

Addresses

Commerce Street
North of Silent Valley
Road and South of
Chisholm Trail
SH 20 East and
West/Colorado Street
intersection

1‐5 years to 2017
6‐10 years to 2022
11‐15 years to 2027
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Short‐ to
Long‐term
Short‐ to
Long‐term

Traffic safety,
pedestrian/bicyclist
safety, appearance, and
sprawl
Multimodal capacity,
appearance
Traffic flow, safety, and
access management
Traffic flow, safety, and
access management

Mid‐term

Traffic flow, safety, and
access management

Long‐term

Traffic flow, safety, and
access management

Long‐term

Mid‐term

Mid‐term
Mid‐term
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Chapter 11
CONCLUSION: THE HIGH COST OF DOING NOTHING
Lockhart’s special heritage as the Barbeque Capital of Texas, variety of historical sites, and
abundance of development opportunities give it strong potential and capital with which to
better position itself in the wider region. Lockhart should take a proactive strategy in planning
for growth so that it can be much more than a mere bedroom community of Austin or a city
bypassed by a toll road. Effective planning, though not cheap, can be the difference between a
self‐determined municipal future and one that is dictated by circumstance. It will never be
‘cheaper’ to improve the corridor than during the near‐term future – costs will only rise. The
high cost of doing nothing will exceed the near‐term difficulties of improving a dangerous and
cluttered corridor. It is not a question of ‘if’ but ‘when’ new development will come to the city.
Through far‐sighted planning, the “City with a Vision” can become a more modern, vibrant and
unique place to live, work, and shop. This Colorado Street Corridor Improvement Plan is an
important step in managing future growth according to desired outcomes and community
vision while preserving Lockhart’s historic integrity.
Figure 29 depicts a more complete corridor in Longmont Colorado. Figure 30 shows a vision of
a future, pedestrian‐friendly ‘complete street’ corridor for St. Louis, Missouri.
Eliminate abandoned (or repurpose them) buildings, add plants & trees, required paved parking,
eliminate ugly signs, require tacky sheds/businesses to improved exteriors. Lockhart has such potential
and a rich historical profile. We should not settle for POVERTY as our leading image. Even poor
communities can be beautiful if people care enough. We are growing toward a look of abandonment,
disrepair, and lack of pride. It is hideous. Survey Respondent
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Figure 29: US Highway 287 through Longmont, Colorado
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(Wired.com, 2009)

Figure 30: Vision of a Future ‘Complete Street’ Corridor in St. Louis, MO
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APPENDIX A:
Lockhart 2020 Future Land Use and Thoroughfare Plan Map
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APPENDIX B:
Citizen Survey and
Comments/Written Responses

COLORADO STREET (US HWY 183) CITIZEN SURVEY
The Lockhart Planning and Zoning Commission and Planning Department are studying ways to
improve the safety, appearance, and capacity of Colorado Street (US 183) through Lockhart. Your input
will be used in planning for the highway corridor and to help Lockhart better prepare for growth.
Where appropriate, please circle the answer that best summarizes how you feel in response to each
question. Please return your completed questionnaire with your bill in the return envelope or bring it
with you if you pay in person. Thank you!
1. How congested is the automobile traffic on
Colorado Street?
a. Very congested
b. Moderately congested
c. Slightly congested
d. Not at all congested
2. How stressful does driving on Colorado
Street make you feel?
a. Very stressful
b. Moderately stressful
c. Slightly stressful
d. Not at all stressful
3. How safe do you feel driving along
Colorado Street?
a. Very safe
b. Safe
c. No opinion
d. Unsafe
e. Very unsafe
4. How safe do you feel walking along
Colorado Street?
a. Very safe
b. Safe
c. No opinion
d. Unsafe
e. Very unsafe
5. If you use a bicycle, how safe would you
feel riding it on Colorado Street?
a. Very safe
b. Safe
c. No opinion
d. Unsafe
e. Very unsafe
f. Do not own bicycle

6. What kind of image does the appearance of
current signs, utility lines, and buildings
along Colorado Street convey to visitors?
a. Very positive
b. Positive
c. No opinion
d. Negative
e. Very negative
7. How would you rate the Colorado Street
corridor’s overall appearance compared to
similar streets in other cities you have
seen?
a. Excellent
b. Good
c. Fair
d. Poor
8. Do you feel the safety and appearance of
Colorado Street corridor should be improved?
Yes____ No____
9. How should the City of Lockhart pay for
its share of improvements to the corridor?
a. Taxes
b. Utility rates
c. Specify other
10. How would you like to see Colorado Street
improved?

Survey Comments / Written Responses
Question 9 Responses: How should the City of Lockhart pay for its share of
improvements to the corridor? Written responses to ‘other’ were organized by theme.
Answer Summary (Emerging Themes)
Grants
Reallocation of City Resources
Special Taxes
Bonds
State of Texas
Do Nothing
Toll
Other
Total
Grants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

25
15
14
12
5
5
2
19
97

26%
15%
14%
12%
5%
5%
2%
20%
100%

Add on a sales tax so everyone shares cost.
Apply for grants not taxes this question required an answer.
County, State, Federal/Grants ONLY.
DOT grants, Federal grants.
Federal grant.
Grants (Staff note: 9 verbatim responses said ‘grants’).
Grants; bonds.
Gants & taxes.
Grants or cutbacks (Shift $).
Grants! It’s a U.S. hwy!
Grant money.
Grants, if possible.
Grants, reserve funds, no additional taxes or utility hikes.
Grants/ TXDOT.
Is there a way to get grants to pay for this.
There could be grants?
The grant money rcvd specifically for road improvements.

Reallocation of City Funds
18.
Based on current city taxes with no increase.
19.
Budget cuts.
20.
City of Lockhart should of had available funds for these improvements
before work began.
21.
Current funds should be sufficient.
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Cut City salaries surplus only.
Make cuts in the current budget in order to pay for the improvements.
Multi‐year plan reallocating current funding sources, no new taxes or fees.
Neither; use budgeted funds only.
No Raises (For High City Positions).
Pay for with our normal budget. Maintain infrastructure as it is. Update
when NEEDED.
Properly utilize your taxes already applied.
Reduce other spending ... I can’t check the other box…??? Not utility rates....
Through use of monies already collected to pay for unneeded office
personnel.
Traffic ticket’s from Hwy 183!
What has been done w/ our tax money. Nothing in my neighborhood
(Sunset Dr.) & we pay taxes.

Special Taxes
33.
.01 ¢ Like the City of Austin payed for Capital Metro (Staff note: response
started next to taxes).
34.
Add on a sales tax so everyone shares cost.
35.
Cig/alcohol tax – raise.
36.
Combination of tax base, taxes, utility rates.
37.
Hotel & motel bex TAX, stop giving it away to others.
38.
Hotel sales tax.
39.
(Sales seems most fair) (Staff note: written adjacent to Taxes).
40.
Sales (Staff note: written adjacent to Taxes).
41.
Sales tax.
42.
Sales tax addition.
43.
Sales tax increase.
44.
Sales tax more fair than property tax.
45.
Taxes on gambling.
46.
The business (who will benefit the most after all) should be held to much
higher standards.
Bonds
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Bonds (Staff note: 6 verbatim responses said ‘bonds’).
Bond election/grants.
Bonds – not people.
Long term bonds.
Municipal Bonds.
Sell bonds.
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State of Texas
53.
City or state – no increase in our rates or taxes.
54.
Not 1 penny – Colorado is State property, – see 1940 strip map.
55.
State.
56.
TexDot, Feds, bonds.
57.
TxDOT (Staff note: 2 verbatim responses said TxDOT).
Do Nothing
58.
If you donʹt have the money already, donʹt do it!
59.
Leave it alone!
60.
NONE NO IMPROVEMENTS.
61.
None of these 2 (Staff note: Brackets responses for taxes and utility rates).
62.
Not needed.
Toll
63.
64.
Other
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

TOLL.
TOLL!

Are those the only two options.
Blend of funding, grants.
Combination of revenues, taxes, grants, fundraisers.
Don’t know.
Fund raisers.
I suggest the City research other cities to find creative solutions that will not
negatively affect residents.
Impact fees.
I think businesses on Colorado should be held accountable for the upkeep of
their buildings to make it more inviting for out of town guests.
Just fix the stoplights.
N/A.
Not sure.
Or if better way offered.
Other options should be provided, raising taxes or utility rates are not an
option.
Prison workers perform the work since we’re already paying to house them.
Taxes are not a fair way to pay for this, because then only property owners
bear the burden.
The best way the Council sees fit.
Undecided.
UNDECIDED.
User fee.
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Question 10 Responses: How would you like to see Colorado Street improved?
Written responses were organized according to main theme.
Answer Summary Question 10 (Emerging Themes)
Support Turn Lane(s)
Improve Some Aspect(s) of Appearance
Support Sidewalks
Support Bicycle Accommodations
Support Burying/Relocating Utilities
Against Burying/Relocating utilities
Change Signal Timing
Fix Drainage
Do Nothing
Add Crosswalks

60
59
44
16
9
8
7
7
7
6

37%
36%
27%
10%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%

1.

1) Center turn lane, 2) all lights protected left turn, 3) improved drainage, 4)
sidewalks where appropriate.

2.

1) Turn lane, 2) tear down above (Staff: several words illegible), 3) fix the
traffic lights – they have screwed up the traffic so bad I go out of my way to
avoid 183.

3.

5 lanes & chicken lane and sidewalks at least 5 ft.

4.

5 lanes with bike lanes not with pedestrians.

5.

5 lanes w/ a median, turn lanes sidewalks, masonry only, requirements &
irrigated landscaping.

6.

A center turn lane all through town.

7.

A center turn lane throughout town, as making left turns anywhere in town
is very unsafe. As well as sidewalks along the entire length on both sides
would greatly help with mobility and provide safety for those without cars.
I know this has been discussed, but it needs to be done sooner than later,
especially with the increased traffic with the new Walmart. Also, in regards
to the current utility lines, it really doesnʹt matter whether they are above or
below ground, but would like the leaning poles fixed, as they look bad.

8.

Additional lanes, additional traffic lights, etc. Thank you for our input.
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9.

A turning lane in addition to keeping two lanes both North & Southbound –
or build a loop around town to relieve congestion like every other town has
done.

10.

Add center turn lane, other issues do not apply.

11.

Areas in front of busy businesses should have turn lanes. Sidewalks should
run North & South of the highway. Crosswalks at every light.

12.

Be widened. Use the grant being offered to help town for the future and
don’t let it be not used!

13.

Bike lanes (walk – do not walk crossing lights), Sidewalks, Flowers, Plants,
(Christmas lights, New Ones), Turning lanes.

14.

Center turn lane all the way through. Bypass tying into toll road & Borchert
Loop ending b/w airport & Tractor Supply.

15.

Center turn lane, improve side streets to ease traffic (local) on Colorado.

16.

Center turning lane plus shoulders. The City of Cuero is an example to look
at. No bike lanes, No sidewalks, This is a highway that slows down speed in
town. Build a loop and watch the (sales) tax revenue drop.

17.

Center turn lane? Problems arise when trying to enter/exit driveways and
business along Colorado. Traffic volume makes it difficult to cross multiple
lanes of traffic.

18.

Center turn lane, better synchronized lights.

19.

Easier turn access. More inviting – an invitation to turn off and see the town.

20.

I would like to see turn lanes at some of the businesses but donʹt think all
would need them.

21.

Left turn lane.

22.

Left turn lane & sidewalks. Eliminate signs & billboards.

23.

Left turn lanes.

24.

Left turn lanes, beautification, bike and pedestrian space. Put public utilities
under ground or off US 183 proper.
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25.

Left turn lane, more traffic signals. Sidewalk and better lighting. Change is
needed.

26.

Left turning lane, traffic light at Industrial blvd. & Colorado St., Close off ʺYʺ
at Commerce St. by the car wash.

27.

Make wider – More color flags in City Park – Great like flags & Signs – (Staff:
several unknown words) side of town – Bike lane & sign to advertise – town
activities.

28.

More turning lanes, especially by Subway.

29.

Need a left hand turn lane, waste of money to relocate utility lines.

30.

Need left turn lane!

31.

On question #13, we live on N. Colorado & coming in to our place it is very
unsafe, because vehicles drive over 55 MPH & do not pay attention to
turning signals!! WE NEED A TURN LANE!!!

32.

Please do the turn lanes.

33.

Put in a dedicated turn lane.

34.

Right turn east one State Park Rd at DQ is a must. Many days I have to sit
through 3 lights. Drainage, curbs, sidewalks, left turn lane, and buried
utilities would be a wonderful improvement.

35.

S.183 4 lanes, or 3 lanes inbound lane / N. 183 1 Block over (Commerce) 3
lanes N. One Lane S. A Gradual relocation of Food Service to Walmart
location.

36.

Start the turn lane/sidewalk project NOW.

37.

The five lanes should help. (Staff note: First word unidentified) the lanes will
be good.

38.

Turn lanes, better maintenance.

39.

Turning lanes, sidewalks, crosswalk for pedestrians.

40.

Turn/chicken lane, to save cost above ground utilities.
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41.

Turn lane completely through town. Sidewalks, bicycle lanes, trees, grassy
medians.

42.

Turn lane, lower the speed limit to 45 mph from South park Apts to south of
Summerside Subdivision. The turn lane should run from south of the
overpass at city park to south of Hwy 20.

43.

Turn lanes, side walks, underground utilities, less billboards.

44.

Turn lane starting at Pride School to past new Walmart.

45.

Two lanes on each side plus a turning lane. Sidewalks for people and bikes.

46.

Widened (staff: unknown words) & turn lanes. Eventually a median buffer
would help.

47.

Widened and turning lanes and timed lights for Hwy. Traffic flow ‐ ‐ Do not
name it C. Chavez [Local Hispanic Person].

48.

Wider streets.

49.

Widen it or bypass it. Add a turn lane, NO BIKES, Roads are for cars!

50.

Widen it, put in left turn lanes.

51.

Widen so that there are 5 lanes; add greenery on both sides; add sidewalks;
add flags on both sides that are colorful and promote City of Lockhart; create
new business signage ordinances that enhance, rather that deteriorate, the
aesthetics of US 183; plant trees along entire 183 medians; plant indigenous
plants and flowers in medians.
(Staff: next to question 5 also wrote: ‘It would be suicide’).

52.

Widen to five lane road.

53.

Widened with turn lane, new signage and utilities.

54.

Wider shoulders & turn outs for left turns – wider & strengthen road & curbs
for water run off. Set lights to conform to speed limits.

55.

1. Sidewalk on at least one side of the road. 2. Center turning lane the length
of town. 3. Cyclist lanes on 183 whole length of town.
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56.

Continuous sidewalks without raising taxes, or utility rates.

57.

Curbs, sidewalks, well marked crosswalks, trees, shrubs and grass, porous
brick type materials (cobblestones) (i.e. E. 7th street redo in Austin).

58.

Dear Sirs/Mam,
I love to ride a bike on sunny/bright/dry days. It is very difficult to cross
Colorado Street so I wait for the green traffic light with other cars. I do not
enjoy getting in the way but it seems the only way to get across. From
Walmart to the nursing home it is terrifying to ride a bike next to those
big/windy 18 wheeler trucks. Please find a way for everyone to enjoy the
road. Sidewalks would be great but even caliche gravel is better then nothing
at all.

59.

I would like to see a sidewalk added to the entire Eastern side of the corridor.

60.

Maybe sidewalks for pedestrians. I am a disabled 57 year old woman who
suffers from extreme back pain caused by a couple of car accidents and falls. I
can still walk on my own without the use of a wheelchair. I’ve only lived
here for 6 years. I always have a lot of trouble walking downtown Lockhart.
Every time I have to step up (and down) sidewalks and curbs, it always
caused me pain in my back, neck and legs. I would like to know why the
curbs (and steps) are so big (tall). So I try really hard to stay away from that
area.

61.

More/better sidewalks and a turning lane.

62.

More sidewalks along the highway for bicycles and walking pedestrians.

63.

Sidewalks.

64.

Sidewalks! Art.

65.

Sidewalks, beautification, continued signage restriction.

66.

Sidewalks, bike lanes, turning lanes, landscaping.

67.

Sidewalks, crosswalks, & maybe bike lane.

68.

Sidewalks or small shoulders to allow walking & cyclists. Cross walk signs.

69.

Sidewalks, turning lanes.
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70.

Sidewalks, shoulders, bike lanes. Accessible walk way from Summerside
coming to town. Longer safer turning lane into the Walmart from heading
south, Chisholm Trail restaurant drive through goes into right of way of on
coming traffic.

71.

Sidewalk from Southpark Meadows to town, sidewalk on both sides.

72.

Sidewalks, under ground utilities, smaller business signs.

73.

Sidewalks, vegetation/landscaping by business owners. No‐ plywood cheap
signage. No‐ billboards. Looks trashy, unplanned, and like a town on the fast
decline. Not somewhere you’d want to investigate living/moving to. If it
weren’t for national media that brings BBQ tourism, no one would be enticed
to stop here.

74.

Aesthetically.

75.

Alleviate signs (Smitty’s) that block view along with parking to close to
street. Left turn lane, wide sidewalk, landscaping where able.

76.

Better signage on businesses – styles of signs that are smaller & in keeping w/
an old town feel, businesses can pave their parking lots & plant bushes &
trees.

77.

Can start by cutting the grass, entrance to town, Removed old signs that been
up for Decades.

78.

Certain businesses along Colorado Street appear ʺrun downʺ and ʺun‐
invitingʺ.

79.

City should enforce property owners along the corridor: 1. keep grass
mowed, 2. trash picked up. On 183, building next to laundry Mat & Shaved
ice Trailer – grass is 3‐4 feet tall. Why isn’t City enforcement doing
something about this? We have problems with the city not enforcing rules.
Tall grass, un‐mowed property, junk cars – where is the City Code
enforcement employees?

80.

Clean. Well painted and maintained. Easy access to businesses.

81.

Clean it up.

82.

Clean up – Remove some old signs, more traffic lights, County should help.
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83.

Cleaning up some of the older properties, maybe some kind of
sidewalks/walkway/pedestrian lights & crosswalks.

84.

Eliminate abandoned (or repurpose them) buildings, add plants & trees,
required paved parking, eliminate ugly signs, require tacky sheds/businesses
to improved exteriors. Lockhart has such potential and a rich historical
profile. We should not settle for POVERTY as our leading image. Even poor
communities can be beautiful if people care enough. We are growing toward
a look of abandonment, disrepair, and lack of pride. It is hideous. (Staff note:
response to question 6)!

85.

Empty commercial building maintained (grass trees cut trimmed); signage
minimized (commercial/business required to limit hand written signs)! Trash
picked up; street cleaned; uniform commercial signs (same height) increase
city landscaping.

86.

Grass to be mowed. City & commercial business owners, clean up trash,
sweep the street other than Chisholm Trail time. Get rid of the service station
before turn on San Antonio Street. What an eye sore.

87.

Have property owners of Phillips 66 Station & property north of it – clean up
& or fix up/paint their buildings – a real eye sore.

88.

Improved street lighting, sidewalks, additional traffic signals and removal of
overhead utility lines.

89.

It would be nice if there was a way to require owners of buildings which are
vacant to at least keep them up.

90.

Just clean up the empty properties that is what makes it look bad.

91.

Get rid of vacant service stations @ 183 & 142 – Pave Smitty’s parking lot –
Better landscape & mowing of properties make business clean up their
property!

92.

Landscaping/trees, sidewalk separated from street – crosswalks.

93.

Less utilities, less Advs.

94.

Many people drive through Lockhart and some of the buildings have a very
poor appearance. Require businesses to spruce up via city ordinance.
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95.

Make sure buildings are maintained through codes, legitimate businesses
only, park kept attractive, more police presence, maintain current
infrastructure.

96.

Mediocre (Staff note: response to question 6). Again, mediocre; should have
more reflection of historic Lockhart and esp: Trailers and mobile buildings
should not be permanently allowed. No more MANUFACTURED
BUILDINGS (Staff note: response to question 7). (Staff Note: The respondent
answered yes to question 8, but qualified it with the following): Not at the
expense of historic sites. i.e. encroaching on sites.

97.

More quality business, shops, entertainment, less signs. Cut grass, mow
plants, flowers.

98.

No sense & cohesive planning. Everything is old & rundown. Need help
paying for renovations.

99.

(Staff note: First word unidentified) repair, clean up buildings. Keep grass
and weeds mowed/trimmed. Plant more trees/flowers.

100.

Relocate the utilities, landscape.

101.

Remove rusted gas tanks off property near Laredo street & Colorado.

102.

Remove some of the business sign from businesses who do not or no longer
exist. Expand the road‐wider, the road/highway.

103.

Require better (A certain standard) signage ‐ put in sidewalks – Put in bike
lanes – Require businesses to do better landscaping – develop character –
have some kind of building code that dictates a certain “look.” Lockhart has
so many beautiful buildings & homes with character but when you drive
through on 183 the town just looks like the city has no pride. No (Staff note:
Word missing) seems to have been made to beautify the town.

104.

See attached:
Suggestions/Answers to Citizen Survey:
# 6. There are a lot of trashy looking buildings, ditches. Need consistent
mowing of all property staring with Texaco (north 183) to Old Luling.
Owners should keep buildings painted. Empty buildings (ex Texaco and
Body Shop at 183‐142 need to be torn down or cleaned up by owners –very
bad image to see when turning into town square for visitors and residents.
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Smitty’s (others) parking lot need to be asphalted. When wind blows just
adds more dirt flying around. No gravel parking (Staff note: unidentifiable
word follows).
9. (a) No taxes already high enough (b) Utility rate – local charges have
increases way too high on wattage used. Went from less than a quarter to
now three –quarters of wattage used. (c) Believe me the City could make a
lot of money. There are enough City employees in the City to do the work
without hiring anyone. The Street Dept personnel are always driving around
looking at streets – they could write down addresses etc. and turn it on a bi –
monthly schedule.
(c) Specify other? – (Staff note: Unidentified letter or word follows) residents
have to mow their easements and right‐of‐way then why cannot all
businesses do the same – at least half # 9 (c) continued – the businesses
already do. All ditches need to be swept mowed (ex by old Walmart to
housing next to it. Nursing home mows all the way out about 3 feet – so
(Staff note: several unidentified words) just mow the rest of it. All concrete
property with tiny areas of grass, come on use a weed eater.
(c) (2). Schools need to stop watering athletic fields during summer. Waste of
money. They do not water the rest of the school property. $ it will not bill
the kids to play (c) 2. and produce during summer or dry lawns. Half the
houses in town last summer did not water their lawns, but yet their kids
survived (don’t own/rent house/property if you cannot mow them).
* City/County need to work together to keep ditches etc. mowed.
9 (c) (3) There are to many lawns and empty lots (no cattle) that are not
mowed on a regular basis or not at all. The City needs to give 1 warning. If
not mowed within 1 week the city can charge to mow land add expense to
electric bill as they do when chipping (Staff note: unidentified word follows).
Empty lots and how many people does it take to put an asphalt drive to meet
private property drives. 1 –sweeps, 1 shovels, 1 grades, 1 – put tar down, 1‐2
– throw asphalt, 1 – rolls. Equals 6‐7. They stand around and (9) (c) (3)
watch each other. Whoever reads this knows this is true. Private sector could
do it with half the staff. Cities need to get smart and start using personnel
much better. Our money. Please us it smarter instead of automatically
putting increase taxes and utilities as the first resource and answer.
It should not just be Colorado St. but all incoming Hwy 20 east/west, 142
east/west. If the city would look at it like a large subdivision with rules and
regulations for property then the town would look great. Might even draw
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in more businesses. Look at Fredericksburg (I once lived there) even side
streets are kept up – not just in nice areas. But even is done of the poorest
neighborhoods.
Thank you for your time. Sorry so long. Hope suggestions are helpful.
105.

Smitty’s parking lot is very ugly. Dirt, dust, gravel, no trees.

106.

Tasteful signage pointing out locations of local restaurants, ships and
interests in town, encouraging passers through to stop a while, rather than
gas up and go on through if possible.

107.

Utilities underground, 8ft sidewalks, 5 lanes.

108.

Vacant lots mowed & edged.

109.

‐ Bury utilities – Figure out Master Plan for buildings/upscale improvements
– and GET IT DONE.

110.

All utility lines should be under ground, the street should be widened.

111.

Bury the utilities, have bike lane.

112.

I think the repaving of US Hwy 183 has made a great improvement. Utility
lines are a way of life in the west phone & electricity.

113.

DO NOT put the utility lines underground. This is money spent that is not
neccessary. Adding a turning lane throughout town would be a great help
but property lines may make this impossible. Close turn off of 183 onto Main
Street at Parkview/Golden Age Home. The section of Main Street from
Chisholm Trail to Parkview/Golden Age Home needs to be only accessible
from Blackjack Road or State Park Road. The turning off of 183 onto this cut
through area backs up both 183 and clogs the entrance to Parkview/Golden
Age Home making this a danger. Since a good portion of the people going
into Parkview/Golden Age Home are elderly, this only makes the situation
worse.

114.

Do not want utilities put underground if the cost is as expensive as
estimated.

115.

No need to bury the utility. We can’t afford “cosmetic” changes.

116.

The only opinion I have is: burying the utility lines is not feasible.
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117.

They utility lines don’t need to go underground. Austin’s 7th Street went
through 3yrs of construction/beautification. They didn’t put utilities
underground. If they couldn’t afford we surely can’t. I don’t hear anyone
complaining about the utility lines there!!!

118.

We do not need any underground utilities. Keep our utility rates the same.
We are seniors on fixed income.

119.

Underground utility lines.

120.

18 wheelers rerouted, paving & potholes maintained, large dips at cross
streets fixed, the new sidewalks & ramps at street crossings is great – do
more.

121.

Divert all through truck traffic to SH 130 (the Road to Nowhere?). If you
want to know what I really think – give me a call! (Staff: phone number
removed) ‐‐after 6PM.

122.

Less traffic – maybe # I30 will help. DO NOT NAME 130 Extension CEASAR
CHAVIZ!

123.

Make a business route, so that the heavy trucks can drive on another road
around the town, and off of Colorado. And declare all of Colorado a
business zone, to get rid of the ill used properties, alleged to be residential.
Also, #9 does not allow any answers other than taxes or utility rates!

124.

Stop the red‐light running by 18‐wheelers – especially at 183 & Prairie Lea.

125.

A traffic light @ 183 & FM 2001 – ESPECIALLY in light of the projected traffic
increase due to the toll road.

126.

Better timing and distribution of traffic lights would resolve 90% of the
problems including traffic. Speed limit should be 40+.

127.

Change lights timing.

128.

I do not see a problem but there definitely needs to be a light at the new
Walmart or there will be accidents there.

129.

Go back to old stop light cycles i.e. no protected left turns. Make stoplights
flashing yellow‐north south flashing stop east west after 9:00 pm.

130.

Lights –the way they were. We are not a very big city.
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131.

Red lights increased. Lives matter.

132.

The traffic lights timing is really bad and it creates stress, congestion, and is
unsafe! Sunday night the light at 142 would only let 2 cars at a time before
going red (southbound).

133.

Timing of traffic lights.

134.

Get Agenda 21 out of Lockhart! Did you put this on the back of the
newsletter so you wouldn’t get too many responses (Staff note: the previous
comment was written along the side of the survey)?

135.

Keep it like is. Keep small town feeling.

136.

NO improvements senior citizens cannot afford to pay on (Staff note:
unidentified word) taxes or utilities.

137.

No new taxes, they are high enough. So are utility rate.
(Staff note: across top of page): I certainly do not think that the large amount
money be spent on underground utilities on Colorado. Depends on time of
day. (Staff note: Response to question 1 and 2). Some areas are quite nice –
others, not so much (Staff note: response to question 6).

138.

Not at all.

139.

Better drainage, between Commerce & 183 & State Park Rd.

140.

Drainage only.

141.

Improve drainage, sidewalks.

142.

Christmas is really bad (Staff note: Response to question 6).

143.

Easier access to businesses; reroute traffic or put a light @ Colorado & S.
Commerce; close exit @ HEB close to Sage Bank.

144.

Easier to drive.

145.

Encourage the use of other Streets. Like the signal lights allowing left turns –
great!!!
Few walk on Colorado St (Staff note: Response to question 4).

146.
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147.

How are the properties be paid for?

148.

It’s OK Now. Perhaps it will improve when I30 is completed.

149.

Improve flow.

150.

Just keep the pavement smooth and the signal lights regulated so traffic
doesn’t stack up.

151.

Low impact on property owners.

152.

Make it where you cannot turn off 183 onto 183 (@ Parkview N#), this turn off
is not necessary & unsafe.

153.

More lighting & night and more signs (traffic).

154.

More police patrol, need to add a turn lane.

155.

More signs.

156.

Police to fine the large trucks exceeding the speed limit that come through
town Colorado from Best Western to Kruetz is city and the speed limit
should be 30 to 35 and policed.

157.

Repaving Colorado St is good but I would also like to see all the Streets in
town that need repair, repaired. Many of the Streets are in desperate need of
attention.

158.

Slow down speed limit, more stop lights.

159.

Take the dips out of the intersections that cross 183. Example Prairie Lea St.
Crossing.

160.

Teach people what the word STOP means possible in 2 languages.

xvi

